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ABSTRACT 

A free water surface finite element model was developed. The method was 

implemented with the Galerkin approach to solve the Laplace equation in the saturated 

region. It was developed in the object oriented Visual computer language to permit 

easy update and drawing of the adaptive mesh. For each time step, the new water table 

position was calculated based on flux across the water table, a Brooks-Corey equation 

mass balance for the unsaturated region, and an equation that calculates water table 

position for the saturated region. An equation was developed to calculate a drainage 

transfer coefficient, a, based on percentage of perforated area in the drain tube wall. The 

drainage transfer coefficient was incorporated into the finite element model as a Fourier 

boundary condition. To validate the finite element model, its results were compared with 

the Kirlcham equation results for steady state recharge of three subsurface drainage 

systems. 

The finite element model was used to calibrate a semi-analytical frozen stream 

tube model for subsurface drainage of heterogeneous soils. The first step in the 

calibration procedure is to run the finite element model for steady state recharge and 

calculate the water table height divided by recharge rate (the stream tube resistance to 

flow) as a fimction of distance between drains. Least squares regression is used to fit a 

polynomial logarithmic equation, called the resistance fimction, to the stream tube 

resistance to flow vs. distance from the drain curve. A differential equation based on the 

principle of conservation of mass and apphcation of Darcy's law to the frozen stream tube 



was solved to obtain an equation that calculates stream tube flow rate and final water 

table elevation as a function of the resistance fiinction and initial water table elevation. 

An example was developed for a non-homogeneous subsurface drainage system 

to illustrate the use of the semi-analytical model to predict water table fall and discharge. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The main purpose of drainage of agricultural lands in humid climates is removal 

of excess water to improve the profitability of farming the land. Throughout the world, 

experience has shown that successfiil irrigation requires adequate drainage; land can not 

be permanently irrigated when natural drainage is inadequate and artificial drainage is not 

provided. Also, in irrigated areas, a second function of drainage is to remove salts and to 

provide control over the quality of the discharged drain water. 

The fundamental problem in the design and management of subsurface drainage 

systems is to know the water table levels, fluxes, and discharges with time. 

The methods to solve this problem can be subdivided into analytical methods, 

numerical methods, physical model, and analogs. 

Analytical solutions of differential equations are exact mathematical models of 

physical phenomena; nevertheless, for drainage, analytic solutions are often not possible 

or accurate because of geometric complexity or soil anisotropy. Physical models and 

analogs have been used to model drainage or verify analytical solutions that were based 

on simplifying assumptions (Bear, 1972). With the advent of computers, numerical 

methods can be used to obtain a model of complex soils or configurations. Furthermore, 

in some simarions, numerical models can be utilized to attain quasi-analytical solutions. 
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Previous analytical drainage models predicted the water table height with time in 

flat, rectangular, homogeneous or two layer drain systems, but they did not take seepage 

into account. 

Numerical drainage models are more robust than analytic models, but they have 

the limitation of high computation time for modeling water systems with multiple drains. 

For current hydrologic models, equations that rapidly predict the water table level and 

discharge with time in non-homogeneous subdrain systems would be useful. 

This work combines the strength of numerical models with the speed of analytic 

solutions. Semi-analytical solutions to obtain the water table position, fluxes and 

discharge with time in drainage systems with more than tvvo layers are developed. A 

finite element model that considers seepage into the drain is coded to obtain the resistance 

function required in the semi-analytical solutions. Furthermore, this model can simulate 

submerged and unsubmerged drain conditions. 

The general objective of this work is to develop equations that predict with time 

the water table profile, fluxes and discharges for layered drain systems. 

The particular objectives are: 

1. Generate a numerical model to obtain with time the water table position, fluxes and 

discharges for submerged and unsubmerged subdrain systems, given recharge, and 

physical and geometric characteristics of the system. 

2. Compare numerical results with Kirkham's analytical solution. 
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3- Develop semi-analytical solutions to predict the water table profile, fluxes and 

discharge over time in drain systems. 

4. Generate a hydraulic function (resistance function) based on numerical results and the 

jBrozen stream tube theory. 

The dissertation is broken into the following sections: 

Chapter 2 is a Literature review of the problem: to obtain the water table position 

and discharges in subsurface drainage systems. 

Chapter 3 provides the theoretical background of saturated water flow, Galerkin 

method, water table position differential equation, entry losses in the subsurface drain, 

water table fall equation, fluxes equation, and discharge equation. This theory is required 

to develop the numerical method: finite element method, and the implementation of the 

semi-analytical equation. 

Chapter 4 describes the theoretical development of the numerical model and of the 

numerical implementation of the semi-analytical solutions. 

Chapter 5 compares the new model to the BCirkham analytical equation. 

Chapter 6 describes the development of the total resistance function, Q(x), and it 

also shows an example with an application of the semi-analytical equations that predict 

water table fall, fluxes, and discharge. 

Conclusions are given in Chapter 7. 

Appendix A includes the equation derivation for prediction of water table fall and 

discharge based on the frozen stream tube theory. 
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Appendix B is t±ie code of the main functions of the developed model. 

The model of tile drainage that was developed in this work is called SubDrain. 
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CHAPTER! 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

The water table level, fluxes, and discharges for subsurface drainage has been 

calculated with several approaches: analytical methods, numerical methods, physical 

models, and analogs. 

2.1 Analytical Solutions 

By simpUfying the governing differential equations, the geometry, or the 

properties of the soils, extraordinary analytical models of drainage have been derived by 

many researchers. 

Colding in 1872, cited by van der Ploeg et al. (1997), was the first to develop the 

eUipse equation; this equation is based on the Dupuit-Forchheimer theory, and it 

describes, for steady state recharge, the shape of the water table between parallel drains 

for a homogeneous soil underlain by a horizontal impervious barrier. 

Hooghoudt, in 1940, developed a formula for steady state drainage that calculates 

midpoint water table height based on drain spacing, hydrauhc conductivity, depth of 

water in the ditch, and steady state recharge in systems with parallel open ditches 

reaching the impermeable substratum. He also modified the equation for parallel pipe 

drains above the substratum (Smedesma and Rycroft, 1983). 

Kirkham (1958) developed analytical solutions for streamhnes and heights of the 

water table for parallel tile drains with homogeneous soil underlain by an impermeable 

layer and steady rainfall. 
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Bouwer and van Schilfgaarde (1962) developed a simplified procedure for 

predicting the rate of water table fall midway between drains in tile drained and ditch 

drained land. The procedure is based on the steady state theory and the assumption that 

the shape of water table does not change while it falls. They introduced the "C factor" to 

account for the non-uniform flux per unit area of water table if the water table shape 

changes during its fall. 

Van Schilfgaarde (1963) proposed a technique to determine the depth and spacing 

of subsurface drains; this technique is based on the soil properties and the specified rate 

of drawdown of the water table. His procedure is applicable for homogeneous flat 

systems with parallel drains and an impervious barrier below the drain. To obtain his 

formula he used the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumption, and the Houghoudt correction for 

the effect of convergence of the flow close to drains. 

Applying conformal mapping, Hammad (1963) obtained two equations for steady 

state drainage that calculate the discharge and the maximum height of the water table 

based on spacing, tile diameter, coefficient of permeability, and depth of the impermeable 

stratum. A homogeneous isotropic soil and a horizontal impermeable bed were assumed. 

Furthermore, starting with an initial steady state position, he developed an implicit 

equation that relates the spacing of drains, time increment, initial and final maximum 

water table height, physical soil characteristics, depth of impermeable bed, pipe diameter, 

and evaporation. Because of the assumption of small slopes in the water table, the 

solution gives reliable results only when drain is submerged. 
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Using fixed streamlines and tJie water movement along the streamtubes to parallel 

tile drains, Krrkham (1964) calculated the rate of water table fall in homogeneous soil after 

steady rainfall ceased. This approach also was used by Jury (1975) to calculate solute travel 

time to tile drains for a parallel tile arrangement in a flat landscape. 

Solving the Boussinesq equation, water table equihbrium with steady rainfall on 

sloping land was calculated by Schmid and Luthin (1964); in this work, they assumed 

parallel equally spaced ditch drains based on an impermeable layer. They prepared a 

nomograph for calculation of ditch spacing as a function of steady rainfall intensity, soil 

hydraulic conductivity and maximum height of the water table above the impermeable 

layer. 

The Boussinesq equation is 

where K is the hydraulic conductivity, S is the specific yield, h is the water depth, x is the 

horizontal coordinate, and t is time. 

Towner in 1975 obtained an analytical solution of Childs' differential equation 

(Childs, 1971), and showed that his solution is in better agreement with the experimental 

results of Guiljens and Luthin (1965) than that obtained with Dupuit's assumption (vertical 

equipotentials). 

Ram and Chauhan (1987) derived an analjTical model of the rising water table in 

response to constant replenishment in an aquifer lying over a mildly sloping impervious 

stratum; they based their solution on the Boussinesq equation, and assiuned homogeneous 

[1] 
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isotropic soil, and parallel drains perpendicular to the slope of the impermeable layer. The 

solution, which is an infinite series, was verified with a Hele-Shaw model. The main 

disadvantage of this solution is that it is valid only for a drain resting on an impermeable 

bed. 

Yu and Konhya (1992) generated streamlines to drainage tiles with a boundary 

model solution to the Laplace equation. The model predicted water table position, head loss 

at the drain as well as fluxes and potentials along the boundary for steady state drainage. 

The model had the advantage of only defining boundary elements while at the same time 

handliag variable hydraulic conductivity with depth. 

Based on function analysis, Toksooz and BCirlcham obtained an equation that relates 

the maximum water height with the soil and hydrologic parameters of two-layer flat 

subdrain systems; steady state recharge and no seepage were considered in their analysis 

(van der Ploeg et al. 1999). 

2.2 Physical Models and Experiments 

Guitjens and Luthin (1965) conducted experiments with a Hele-Shaw apparams 

to appraise the error due to the Dupuit-Forchheimer assumption on sloping soils. The 

Hele-Shaw model validated the Schmid and Luthin (1964) model for up to 30% slope for 

an equilibrium water table with steady rainfall. 

Asseed and Kirkham (1966) built a laboratory model of subsurface drainage. 

Change in depth of a shallow porous medium markedly influenced drainage. A critical 
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deptii occurred whea the barrier was at a depth equal to one fifth of the drain spacing; 

below that depth, the depth of the barrier had negligible influence on rate of faU of the 

water table and on drain discharge. 

Luthin and Guldens (1967) developed dimensionless graphs for analysis of a 

transient failing water table on sloped land; the graphs were developed with data fi-om a 

Hele-Shaw model of parallel open ditches on sloped land. Because they proved that the 

laws of similitude hold for transient and steady state cases, their dimensionless graphs 

can be applied to drainage system design if the analytic results obtained in 1964 by 

Schmid and Luthin are used to define the initial condition. Because their results also 

showed that the rate of water table fall is almost independent of slope, up to 30% slope if 

the ditches penetrate to the impermeable layer, they proposed that flat land drainage 

theory can be applied to sloping land without much error. 

Mohammad and Skaggs (1983) conducted experiments to determine the drainage 

transfer coefficient, a, for 4 in diameter corrugated plastic drains; they found that a 

increased with fraction of entry area in the drain pipe from less than 1 h"' for an entry area 

of 1.8 cmVm to 33 h"' for an entry area of 182 cmVm. There was not a linear relationship 

between entry area and a. The coefficient a is the ratio of the output velocity in the drain 

and the head losses through it. 

2.3 Numerical Models 

Kirkham and Gaskell (1950) used a finite difference model to calculate the rate of 

fall of the water table when the soil is initially saturated to the surface. They assumed 
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homogeneous soil, horizontal surface, an impermeable layer below the drain, and equally 

spaced tiles. 

Cited by Smedema and Rycroft (1983), Zeeuw and Hellinga (1958) used the 

Hooghoudt formula to develop, for nonsteady state drainage, two iterative exponential 

equations that obtain the discharge and the midpoint water table height as a function of 

the reaction factor, time increment, recharge, and drainable pore space. The reaction 

factor - an index of the intensity with which the drain discharge responds to changes in 

the recharge, includes the physical and geometric characteristics of the drain system. 

Moody (1966) presented graphic dimensionless solutions that relate spacing of 

parallel pipe drains, time, maximum water height, depth of impermeable layer, soil 

physical properties, volume of water removed, and rate of discharge, in homogeneous flat 

drain systems. The graphs were obtained by solving a nonlinear partial differential 

equation with the finite difference method. Since this equation was based on the 

simplifying Dupuit assumption, he also gave an approximate formula to consider radial 

losses. 

Assuming equipotentials perpendicular to the bed, Childs (1971); obtained a water 

table height differential equation in drain systems with sloping impenneable beds, 

equidistant parallel ditch drains across the slope, and constant surface recharge. He solved 

this equation with numerical methods and compared the height with that obtained with 

Dupuit's assumption. He concluded that the maximum height is only affected for small 
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rates and high slopes, and the position of the maximum height is shifted downhill but not 

enough for practical concern. 

Using the Galerkin technique, Dass and Morel-Seytoux (1974) solved the 

nonlinear Boussinesq equation for three kinds of initial water profiles between drains in 

flat homogeneous systems; the radial flow close to the drain was not taken account in 

their analysis. 

With a finite element model, Merva et al. (1981) predicted the water table position 

with time in two-dimensional drain systems that had horizontal multi-layered soils; in this 

model, the Laplace equation was solved for each time step, and the next water table 

position was obtained by equating the volume of water flowing at each node to the 

volume of water removed from the soil. The model was validated with field data. 

Fipps et al. (1986) tested four methods for representing a drain in the finite 

element solution of the Richards equation: (1) a hole surrounded with a dense mesh equal 

in size to the effective radius, (2) a sink at a nodal point with the flux specified using the 

ECirkham equation developed for a ponded siarface, (3) a single node with the hydraulic 

head specified, and (4) elements around a single node with their hydraulic conductivities 

modified with the Vimoke and Taylor adjustment factors. The methods were validated 

with the analytic solution of Kirkham for the case of parallel full drains, homogeneous 

soil, and surface ponding. 

Fipps (1989) developed and tested an approximate method for determining 

transient drainage that combined the Houghoudt equation, a radial flow equation, and a 
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variable porosity equation. His method was found to be in close agreement with finite 

element solutions of the Richards equation when the initial water table is elliptical, and 

after the transition period for the case of an initial flat water table. Only submerged fiiU 

drain conditions were investigated. 

Fipps and Skaggs (1989) investigated hillside drainage using numerical solutions to 

the two-dimensional Richards equation. The influence of slope on the drain discharge and 

water table height at the center region was examined. Parallel drainage and steady rain was 

assumed. The results suggest that small slopes (<0.15 m/m) had little effect on drain flow 

and water table depths in the center of the region between drains. Their study indicated that 

the drainage theory developed for flat land could be used for parallel drains on slopes less 

than 0.15 m/m. 

Scotter et al. (1990) developed a simple numerical solution for transient soil water 

flow to a mole drain. Dupuit-Forchheimer flow below the water table and vertical potential 

equilibrium above the water table were assumed. 

Using variable drainable porosity, the Boussinesq equation, and a finite difference 

scheme, Pandey et al. (1992) obtained the drawdown of the water table between parallel 

drains in a homogeneous soil underlain by an impermeable layer. Based on their 

experimental work, they discovered that variable drainable porosity in the numerical 

solution increased the accuracy of the prediction of the water table fall compared with a 

constant value for drainable porosity. 
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There are several models that calculate solute movement to parallel tile drains. 

"Drainmod-N" is a computer simulation model for predicting nitrogen transport, plant 

uptake, and transformations in artificially drained soils (Breve et al., 1992). This model uses 

"Drainmod", a tile drainage model based on the Hooghoudt equation to calculate vertical 

soil water fluxes in the profile and water table position. The model was tested by 

comparison with a more complex numerical model and the results were in good agreement. 

Simunek et al. (1994) developed a code (SWMS_2D) for simulating water flow 

and solute transport in two-dimensional variably saturated media. Because the model uses 

the finite element method to solve the Richards equation and the transport equation, 

anisotropy and heterogeneity can be simulated with irregular boundaries. However, drains 

only can be represented with single grid points having zero pressure, which correspond to 

empty drains. Because drains behave as nodal sink/sources with zero recharge when 

located in the unsaturated zone, they can not be simulated accurately in the partially 

submerged condition. 
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CHAPTERS 

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

In tiiis chapter, the equations and theoretical concepts used in the finite element 

method and the functions to predict the water table position and discharge of the 

SubDrain model are described. 

3.1 Finite Element Method 

The finite element method has two particular characteristics: it uses an integral 

formulation to obtain a system of algebraic equations, and it utilizes piecewise smooth 

functions for approximating the unknowns. 

The advantages of the finite element method are that it can be easily applied when 

having (1) different materials, (2) mixed boundary conditions, (3) steady and non-steady 

state, and (4) nonlinear material properties (Segerlind, 1984). 

The finite element method includes the following five basic steps: (I) 

discretization of the region, (2) specification of the approximation equation in terms of 

the unknown nodal values, (3) developing the system of equations, (4) solving the system 

of equations, and (5) calculating quantities of interest — gradients, velocities, and 

discharges (Segerlind, 1984). 

3.1.1 Governing Differential Equation 

The governing differential equation for steady state water flow through saturated 

soil is the Laplace equation; this equation for two dimensions is 



X. ^ 7 ^ 7 
OK' CZ 

[2] 

Where H is the total head (total potential). The most common practice for 

subsurface drainage modeling is to fix the datum for total potential at the center of the tile 

drain. Parameters, K, and K^, are the permeability coefficients in the x and z direction, 

respectively. 

The most accurate solution of a governing equation such as the Laplace equation 

is an analytical solution; however, there are situations where this approach is not possible 

because the control volume is irregular or includes heterogeneity. In these cases, 

numerical methods can approximate the solution. The finite element method is one of the 

most popular numerical methods. 

3.1.2 Galerkin's Method 

In Galerkin's approach for the finite element method, a weighting function is 

defined for each nodal unknown, and the weighted residual integral is evaluated at each 

node. A solution H(x,z) is used to approximate the exact solution H(x,z); this 

approximate solution has the form 

[3] 
m=I 

where 

H at node m. 

piecewise linear Lagrange interpolation function; 1 at node m and 
0 at adjacent nodes (fig. I), 

NN total niunber of nodes. 
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1 

m 

Fig. 1 Interpolation function N^, for node m. 

If we substitute the approximate solution, Eq. 3, into the Laplace equation, the 

solution is not exact, and there is a residual error: 

oH an f X P , K,^ + K:,^ = E(x,Z) [4] 
ax oz 

To keep this error as small as possible, at each node the integral of the error over 

the elements around the node weighted by the interpolation function N„ is forced to be 

zero: 

J|E(X, Z)N„ (X, 2)dA= 0 [5] 
A„ 

If the residual, R„ is defined as the negative of this integral we obtain the equation 

R„ = - JjE(x,z)N„(x,z)dA= 0 [6] 
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In this way, a system of equations is derived and solved for H at all nodes. Each 

node has a particular approximating function, N„, and the number of approximating 

equations is the same as the number of nodes. The system of equations is set in a matrix 

equation and solved in order to obtain the unknowns. 

Eq. 6 can be written in terms of the contribution of each element around node n: 

R. = Z R: = -S (X, z)dA = 0 [7] 
e=l e=l 

where 

1 = number of elements around n 

e = element number 

On the other hand, since each element contributes to the equations of all its nodes, 

the element contribution to the system of equations can be expressed by 

dA [8] 

where 

{R®} = column vector of the element contributions to the system of 
equations. 

[N®] = row vector containing the element interpolation functions. 

A" = area of the element e. 

If the approximate solution, H(x,z), is piecevvise linear the second derivatives and 

the components of {R®} will be zero; to avoid this. Green's theorem should be applied. 

After applying Green's theorem for a given element, (see fig. 2), we obtain 



or 

where 

and 
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Ir'} = - f[N" n K, -%=cos0 + ^sinG ^ 
P V • ax dz J 

f K. 
VA V 

akf  afN' ]  ̂  a[N-f 3[N°]' 
(3x OX ^ dz dz 

\ \ 
dA 

>' J 
kl 

PI 

{R=)={r}+[K' CIO]  

{r}= - j[N'f ( K. ̂ cose + K, ̂ sineJdT [11] 

k')= J 
'V dx dx dz dz 

[12] 

X 

Fig. 2 Variables in the Green's Theorem. 



For triangular elements (Segerlind, 1984): 

[K=]= K, 
4A'= 

h,h. 

bjbk 

bjbj bT b.bu +-

bibfc 

bib, 

bjbk  
b^ 

K, 
4A' 

Cf CJC. CjCfc 

7 
C C 

• J 

o
 1 

CjCk 
f 

C-C,. I k CjCk Ck 

[13] 

where 

b;  =  Zj .Zt  

bj = Zk.z, 

bk = Z.-Zj. 

C." = Xfc.Xj., 

Cj = jq.Xfc 

CK = XJ. X;. 

Eq. 11 is not applied to sides common to two elements because the values in one 

element are the same as the values in the other element but with opposite sign; the 

integration is only done in boundary sides. 

If in a boundary side the boundary condition is of the type 

K, —COS0 + K —sine = -MH^ + S 
' ax ' " ax 

[14] 

where M and S are constants and is the unknown total head in that side, then 

for triangular elements {Fjis given by (Segerlind, 1984): 

[15] 

where 

k]= 
ML, 

2 1 0 

1 2 0 for side ij [16] 

0 0 0 
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or 

[Km ]  =  
ML 

jfc 

0 0 0 

0 2 1 for side jk 

0 1 2 

or 

[k"m ]  =  
ML ik 

2 0 I 

0 0 0 for side ik 

1 0 2 

and 

•• and{f.-) = %-

[17] 

[IS] 

[19] 

for sides ij, jk, and ik respectively. 

3.L3 Boundary Conditions 

The control volume for this model is shown in fig. 3. In the vertical direction, the 

volume extends from the water table to the impermeable layer. Thus, element positions 

are moved at each time step. In the horizontal direction, the control volume extends from 

the drain to the midpoint between drains. The drain is located above the impermeable 

layer, and a datum is- located at the vertical midpoint of the drain. 
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5H/ cn=0 

dW 5n=0 

Fig. 3 Control volume used in the finite element method. 

The boundary conditions required to solve Eq. 2 in this particular problem are (1) 

no flow across the side or lower boundaries except for flow into the drain, (2) total 

potential on the lower half of the drain boundary equals elevation of the center of the 

drain (drain flows half full), (3) total potential on the upper half of the drain equals 

elevation, and (4) total potential of nodes on the water table equals elevation. 

Boundary conditions can be expressed with a mathematical model. There are three 

types of mathematical models of boundary conditions (Marsily, 1986); prescribed 

boundary conditions, Neumann's conditions, and Fourier's boundary condition. 

Prescribed head boundaries, Dirichlet's condition, are imposed where the total 

head on the boundary is independent of the flow - the potential at the boundary is 



specified witti time. In our model, for each time step, the total potentials at the water table 

nodes equal to their elevations. 

Prescribed flux boundaries, Neumann's condition, are imposed where the flux on 

the boundary is independent of potential, and the first derivative of tlie potential is 

prescribed 

H = c [20] 
cn 

For the drain system model, the flux across the lower and side boundaries is zero, 

sides BC, CD, and DE of fig. 3. Thus, Eq. 20, Neumann's condition, is set equal to zero 

for those boundaries. 

•^^ = 0 for sides, ^^ = 0 for lower boundary [21] 
dx dz 

Fourier's condition is imposed where the normal flux across the boundary is a 

linear function of the head at the same point, i.e. 

r 'R 
— = c,H + c, [22] 
cn 

This boundary condition is used at the entrance to the drain where flow through 

the drain is dependent on the drain resistance to flow and the potential difference across 

the boundary of the drain. 

-K4^ = aA(H,.-H.,) [23] 
cn 

where 

Hi„ = potential on the soil side of the drain, m. 
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Hout = potential within the drain, m, 

A = Area, m". 

a = drainage transfer coefficient, h"'. 

If Eq. 23 is rearranged we have an equation similar to Eq. 14 

= [24] 
on 

Because the datum is defined at the center of the drain, and the drain is half filled 

with water, Hout= 0 for nodes below the center of the drain, and = node elevation, z, 

for nodes above the center of the drain. 

The recharge at the water table surface is taken into account to obtain the new 

position of the water table after the Laplace equation is solved in each time step. 

3.1.4 Adaptive Mesh 

Finite element models require a mesh. There are many mesh generation programs. 

Trigrid, one such mesh generation program developed by John Nieber (private 

communication in 1993) generates linear triangular elements. Trigrid was incorporated 

into the SubDrain finite element component. At each time step the nodes are moved to 

cover just the new saturated region. 

3.1.5 Water Table Position Differential Equation and Drainable Porosity 
Equation 

The change of the water table height with time is a function of the water table 

slope, hydraulic gradient, permeability coefficient, and drainable porosity (Waller and 

Jaynes, 1993); with reference to fig. 4 the relationship is given by: 
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fdK oHch"  
ch _ cz cx cx, 
5t f 

where; 

f = drainable porosity, m/m, 

h = water table height above the drain center, m, 

H = total head = P -i- z, m, 

K = permeability coefficient, m/h. 

P = pressm-e head, m, 

X = horizontal distance from drain, m, 

z = vertical distance above drain center, m. 

[25] 

drain 

Water table 
T 

1 
V / '  

N
 

CD
 

V X 

Permeability coefficient, K 

-> X 

"-A 

Fig. 4 Variables in tlie water table position differential equation. 
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Drainable porosity f, is the ratio between the depth of water removed from the soil 

and the change in the water table height; it can be derived by applying the Brooks-Corey 

equation to a control region that includes the region above the water table. To apply this 

equation in the study of the water table fall due to drainage, it is convenient to define the 

control volume as the volume of soil above the drain center in a given cross-sectional 

area between drains. 

The Brooks-Corey equation relates water content with pressure head as follows 

0 
0 -0 s r 

i fp<p.  
[26] 

0=0,  i fP=>P,  

or 

e  =  0 .+(e . -0 . ) [^J  i fp<p.  

0  =  0 ,  i fP=>Pb 

where: 

Pb 
= bubbling pressure head, m. 

p = soil water pressure head, m, 

A = coefficient. 

0 = water content, m/m. 

e. = effective water content, m/m. 

e. - residual water content, m/m. 

0s 
= saturated water content, m/m. 
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The total depth of water in the control volume at a horizontal distance, x, from 

drain can be obtained integrating the water content from the drain center level to the 

surface (fig. 5) 

dw(x) = V^/A = — ("AGdz = fodz [28] 
A J •' 

0 0 

where: 

A = cross area of the soil column, m~, 

d^(x) = depth of water at x, m, 

= volume of water in the soil column, m^. 

Level of drain center 

Water content 

Fig. 5 Terms used in the integration of Brook-Corey equation 
over the control volume at a horizontal distance, x, 
from drain. 
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Eq. 27 can be expressed in terms of the height of the water table above the drain, 

substituting P = -(z - h) if z > (Zj, + h) where z^ = -Pb, h = height of the water table above 

the drain center: 

e  =  9 ,+(e , -9 , ;  
z —h 

0 = 0, 

if z > (Z(, + h) 

if z <=(z5, -t-h) 

Substituting in Eq. 28 the value of 0 given by Eq. 29 

h-t-zb d 

dw(x)= |es<iz+ J 

0 h-rzb 

0r+(0s-9r /^  
2 — tl 

dz 

Integrating 

dw (x) = 6s + Zb) + 0r(d - h - Zb) ^ 

i — A. 

Drainable porosity at x, f, is the derivative of d^ with respect to h 

5d,v(x) f = • 
oh 

•  =  (0s-9r )  1 -
vd-h .  

[29] 

[30] 

[31] 

[32] 

Substituting f of Eq. 32 in Eq. 25 we obtain the water table elevation change as a 

function of the soil characteristics, the elevation of the water table, distance to the surface. 

and the gradient in the region of analysis: 

a 
ct 

Bcf—- ——1 
\ cz cx cx j [33] 

d-h 
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3.1 -6 Entry Losses 

The head losses when the water flows toward and through the Liniited open area of 

the drain are called entry losses (Smedesma and Rycroft, 1983). 

These losses h^ (m) are related with the drainage transfer coefficient a, h"': 

11 ,=^  [34]  
Aa 

where A = surface flow area of the tube, m~, and Q = flow rate through the tube, m^/h. 

For ideal tubes without losses, a = co. 

Using data from Table 3 from Mohammad and Skaggs (1983), the following 

relationship was found between the percentage of perforated area of the tube wall area, 

Ap(%), and the drain transfer coefficient, a(h"'): 

"" 0.314582243 
-0.1003d73D + , ,0 5 

Ap(%r 

Ap(%) varies from 0.05 to 5.8 (Mohammad and Skaggs, 1983). 

3.2 Drain System Equations to Predict Water Table Fall and Discharge 

For a given subsurface drainage system it is usefril to have equations that give the 

water table fall and the discharge with time. 

Assuming frozen stream tubes between two nodes over the water table, Eqs. 36, 

37 and 38 give the water table position, flux, and total discharge with time: 

h, = + R„n(xXl -e""*"'"') [36] 

q, [37] 



Qi =Sqi i^^ /  
i~l 

where qi(flux) is the Darcy velocity at the beginning of the stream tube. 

These equations are derived ia Appendix A. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE NUMERICAL MODEL 

SubDrain was developed in the object oriented Visual computer lenguage. In 

this section, the main classes and functions utilized in SubDrain are described. 

Since the program SubDrain applies the object-oriented approach, the functions 

presented in its menu can be run in any order after the object has been initialized with the 

function Submerged Preprocessor inside the class Project. 

The main classes are CsubDrainView, and semp. 

4.1 Class CsubDrainView 

CsubDrainView class generates the object, operates the setup class functions to 

modify the properties of the object, draws the mesh and gradients, as well as writes 

function coefficients. Its main functions are OnProjectSubmergedPreprocessorO, 

OnProjectRunModelO, OnProjectRunRadialModelO, OnProjectRunOnelterationQ, 

OnProjectViewModelQ, OnProjectViewRadialModelO, OnResistanceFittingFunctionO, 

OnProjectContinueAfterFittingO, and OnDrawO-

4.1.1 CSubDrainView::OnProjectSubmergedPreprocessorO 

Generates the grid for thirteen regions (see Fig. 6), subdivide these regions in 

triangle elements, and finds the boundary nodes and the elements around the drain. It uses 

the functions setup::SetRegsO, setup::TrigridO. setup::SetIniSubCondition(), and setup:: 

find_radial_elementsO. 
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Fig. 6 The initial thirteen regions. 

4.1.2 CSubDrainView-OnProjectRunModelQ 

After initial conditions are defined, this function implements the time marching in 

the object until a prescribed time is reached, or a convergence criteria is met for the case 

of steady state. It is assumed that water in the vadose zone above the water table reaches 

equilibrium instantaneously after the water table elevation decreases. 

For each time step, the Laplace equation is solved and the total heads are 

obtained; then with these total heads the fluxes are calculated using Eq. 25; with these 

fluxes and recharges a new water table position is obtained. With the average water table 

position of the past time step and the new water table position, the Laplace equation is 

solved again, and new fluxes are calculated; using these fluxes and recharges a new water 
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table position is obtained. Within each time step the process is iterative until two 

consecutive new water table positions are within a convergence criteria. Then, the time 

increment is added to the total time and the mesh is redrawn on the screen. 

Finally, water tables elevations are calculated with the Kirkham method (Eq. 39), 

and elevations calculated with the finite element method and Kirkham method are saved 

in the file wtable.dat. 

The functions in the class setup are average_heightO, adjust_heightO, 

drain_fluxO, calculate_transmissivityO, solve_matrixO, water_table_flux(), and 

water_tab le_mo vementQ -

4.1.3 CSubDrainView::OnProjectRunRadialModelO 

This fimction is the same as CSubDrainView::OnProjectRunModelO but only the 

mesh around the drain is drawn. 

4.1.4 CSubDrainView::OnProjectRunOneIteration() 

This function is similar to CSubDrainViewiiOnProjectRunModelO, but it 

executes only one time step, and draws the mesh and flow vectors around the drain. 

4.1.5 CSubDrainView:;OnProjectViewModelO 

Using CSubDrainView::OnDrawQ, this function draws the entire mesh. 

4.1.6 CSubDrainView;:OnProjectViewRadialModelO 

This function only draws the mesh around the drain. 

4.1.7 CSubDrainView::OnResistanceFittingFunction() 

This function obtains the fitting parameters of the logarithmic function 

(h(x)/R=IaiLnx''', i=l to 8) that fits the resistance function: water table heights divided by 
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recharge for steady state conditions. It is supported by the functions nrutil.c, lfit.c, 

covsrt-c, and gaussj.c (Numerical Recipies). 

4.1.8 CS ubDrainView: rOnProj ectContinueAfterFittingO 

This function calculates, with Eqs. 36 to 38 and the finite element method, the 

water table position, fluxes, and discharge for transient conditions, and it saves the 

information in the files compare_heights.dat, compare_fluxes.dat. and 

compare_total_discharges.dat. 

4.1.9 OnDrawO 

This function draws in the document window the tasks commanded by other View 

fimctions: the entire mesh, partial mesh, and resistance function coefficients, etc. 

4.2 Cass setup 

This is the main class that defines the properties of the objects. Some of its more 

important functions are SetRegsGridQ, TrigridQ, SetlniSubConditionQ, 

find_radial_elementsO, average_heightO, adjust_heightO, drain_fluxO, 

calculate_transmissivityO, solve_matrixO, water_table_fluxO, water_table_movement(), 

and KirkhamSoIutionO-

4.2.1 setup::SetRegsGridO 

This function sets up the grid for the regions; it defines the large elements 

(regions), node numbers, and node coordinates. 

4.2.2 setup ::Trigrid() 

This function divides the regions into elements, sets up the finer grid, and 

optimizes node numeration. 
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4.2.3 setupirSetlniSubConditionQ 

This function finds and identifies all of die boundary nodes, radial nodes, column 

nodes, drain elements, as well as puts all nodes in their initial position. In this initial 

position, the water table is at the surface. 

4.2.4 setup::find_radial_elementsO 

This function finds and identifies radial elements around the drain. 

4.2.5 setup ::average_heightO 

For each time step, this function calculates the average water table position 

between the past time step and that obtained with the last water table position given by 

water_table_movementO. Also, it calls adjust_heightO. 

4.2.6 setup ::adjust_heightO 

This function adjusts heights of water table nodes and positions of the rest of the 

nodes. 

4.2.7 setup ::drain_fluxO 

Using the drain transfer coefficient (ALPHA_TILE) and Eq. 34, this function 

calculates the total flow rate into the drain over a unit width. 

4.2.8 setup ::calculate_transmissivityO 

This function obtains the transmissivity of each element. 

4.2.9 setup ::solve_matrixO 

Using the function element_matri-x::stiffiiess_matrixQ, this function does the 

following tasks: (1) constructs with Eq. 13 the global stif&iess matrix, (2) puts the drain 

element boundary conditions (Neumann's conditions) in the matrix equation; for this task 

it uses Eqs. 16, 17, 18 and 19, (3) incorporates the prescribed boundary conditions (water 
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table nodes positions) into the system of equations, and (4) solves the system of equations 

to obtain the total heads at the nodes. 

4.2.10 setup ;:water_table_fluxO 

This function calculates the numerator in Eq. 25 that represents fluxes for nodes at 

the water table surface. 

4.2.11 setup:: water_tab le_mo vementQ 

This fimction obtains the new water table position by iteration; for each water 

table node it gets the first approximation to the height with Eq. 25 (taking the total flux as 

the sum of the recharge and that obtained with water_table_fluxO); then with Newton's 

method and Eqs. 31, 32 and 33 (derived firom the Brook-Corey equations), it refines the 

estimate of the water table height. In essence this is a water mass balance: the volume of 

water drained in the unsaturated zone should be equal to the simi of the recharge and the 

flux in the saturated zone. 

4.2.12 setup::KirkhamSolutionO 

This function returns the value given by Eq. 39. 

4.3 Other Classes 

4.3.1 Class element_matrix 

element_matrix;:stiffiiess_matrixQ: For a given element it obtains its element 

stiffiiess matrix with Eqs. 13, 16, 17 and 18, and its force vector with Eq. 19; when the 

element is a drain element, it takes into account the boundary conditions in the drain. 

element_matrix::flow_output(): It calculates the output flow in a given element. 
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4.3.2 Class vecti 

This class declares and initializes arrays of integers in one dimension; this class 

also assigns values to the elements of the arrays. The size of the arrays and the memory 

allocated are according to need; it uses dynamic memory allocation. 

4.3.3 Class vectd 

This class is similar to vecti but the arrays are of tj/pe double. 

4.3.4 Class vectf 

This class is similar to vecti but the arrays are of t)^e float. 

4.3.5 Class matrixi 

This class is similar to vecti but the arrays have two dimensions. 

4.3.6 Class matrixd 

This class is similar to vectd but the arrays have two dimensions. 

4.3.7 Class matrixf 

This class is similar to vectf but the arrays have two dimensions. 

4.3.8 Class d3_matrixi 

This class is similar to vecti but the arrays have three dimensions. 
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CHAPTERS 

MODEL VALIDATION 

Numerical models should be compared with analytical models for validation. An 

analytical solution to the Laplace equation (Kirkham, 1958) was selected as the most 

appropriate model for comparison with SubDrain. 

The Kirkham equation gives the water table height as a function of the physical 

characteristics of the drain system and the recharge for steady state regime: 

h LR [I sin(nx I L) f 1 ( mnr mnx) e -m7td /(LI
2

) J 
= Kn n sin(m!L) + m=I m cos L/2 -cos L/2 sinh(mnh/(L/2)) [J

9
] 

The meanings of the variables are shown in the fig. 7. 

h 

d 

L I •I Surface 
+ + + + + + + + + • + + + + + + + + + + 

R 

2r 

Solution space for 
Laplace equation 

Fig. 7 Kirkham variables for solution to the Laplace equation for 
subsurface drainage with steady state recharge. 

r 
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In this section, Kirkham water table profiles are compared with water table 

profiles calculated with the SubDrain model for steady state recharge with three different 

soils and six drainage transfer coefficients for each soil. 

5.1 Investigated Cases 

Three typical soils were investigated (a medium coarse, a medium fine, and a 

fine) in two-dimensional rectangular drain systems (table 5.1); for these types of soils, the 

hydraulic conductivity was estimated from Table 16.1 in Smedema and Rycroft (1983). 

For all simulations, distance from the drain to the impermeable layer, d, was 3 m. 

Table 5.1 Soil types, recharge rates, and drain transfer coefficients for comparison of 
Kirkham analytic solution with SubDrain solution. 

Soil Hyd. Cond. K 
(m/h) 

Drain Spacing 
L(m) 

Recharge 
R (m/h) 

Drainage 
Transfer Coef. 

a (h*') 

Fine 0.003 60 0.000025 Fixed H on 
drain boundary 

Fine 0.003 60 0.000025 
15, 5, 1.5, 0.3, 
0.2, and 0.1 

Medium fine 0.0085 60 0.00005 Fixed H on 
drain boundary 

Medium fine 0.0085 60 0.00005 10, 5, 1, 0.5, 
0.3, and 0.2 

Medium coarse 0.05 60 0.0003 Fixed H on 
drain boundary 

Medium coarse 0.05 60 0.0003 
40, 10, 5, 3, 2, 

and I 

The impermeable layer, the horizontal crossing drain center, the vertical middle 

between drains, and the drain, bound the region solved by BCirkham for tvvo-dimensional 

flow; also in this analytical solution streamtubes with no resistance to flow were placed 
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between tiie drain elevation and the water table surface (fig. 7). Although this geometry is 

not exactly the same as SubDrain, no analytic solution was found in the literature with a 

geometry that had a closer approximation to the SubDrain geometry. 

5.1.1 Results and Discussion 

5.1.1.1 Casel 

For the first scenario (table 5.1) with hydraulic conductivity, K = 0.003 m/h, 

steady state recharge rate (infiltration) of 0.000025 m/h, and fixed head on the drain 

surface representing half fiill drain, the analytic model (Kirlcham) water table elevation 

was greater than the SubDrain water table elevation at the midpoint between drains (fig. 

8a). The assumption for the Kirkham analytic solution is that no water flows into the 

drain above the elevation of the midpoint of the drain. Thus, the analytic solution curve is 

drawn with the water table intersection with the drain at the drain elevation midpoint. 

However, the SubDrain model does not restrict flow to the drain to just the lower half of 

the drain (fig. 8b). Thus, there is less resistance to radial flow into the drain with the 

SubDrain model than there is with the Kirkham model, and it is logical that far from the 

drain the SubDrain water table elevation curve is lower than the BCirkham curve, as is 

shown in fig. 8a. Even though there is not exact agreement between the Kirkham solution 

and the SubDrain solution, the water table elevation curves from the two models have a 

similar shape. 

The water table elevation cun^es near the drain for the si.x drainage transfer 

coefficients can be seen in fig. 8b. There is a dramatic difference in the water table curves 

for the different drainage transfer coefficients. The reason for this is that the water table 
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elevation directly above the drain increases as the drainage transfer coefficient decreases 

(fig. 8b): as water entrance resistance increases, the head over the drain increases. 

The midpoint water table elevation vs. drainage transfer coefficient was plotted in 

fig. Sc. Although the midpoint water table elevation changes very little, approximately 

1% over the range of drainage transfer coefficients, two trends can be observed- For the 

case where the top of the drain is below the water table, a small change in drainage 

transfer coefficient results in a relatively high increase in midpoint water table elevation. 

For the case where the drain is not completely submerged, the midpoint water table 

elevation is very insensitive to changes in the drainage transfer coefficient, because the 

wetted perimeter increases as drainage transfer coefficient decreases. 

1.8 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Distance to drain center (m) 

Fig. 8a Kirkham and SubDrain water table elevation vs. distance fi'om 
the drain: L = 60 m, R = 0.000025 m/h, K = 0.003 m/h, and d = 3 
m; alpha = drainage transfer coefficient. 
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ECirkham and SubDrain water table elevation vs. distance near 
the drain: L = 60 m, R = 0.000025 m/h, K = 0.003 m/h, and d = 3 
m; alpha = drainage transfer coefficient. 
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Fig. 8c Water table elevation at midpoint between drains vs. drainage transfer 
coefficient, alpha: L = 60 m, R = 0.000025 m/h, K = 0.003 m/h, and d = 
3 m. 
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5.1.1.2 Case 2 

For the second scenario, a medium fine textured soil (figs. 9a - 9c), the results 

were very similar to the first scenario; however, the water table profiles for the Kirkham 

and SubDrain models matched more closely both near the drain (fig. 9b) and up to 2/3 

distance to the midpoint between drains (fig. 9a). However, the curves diverged at the 

midpoint between drains. The ratio between the hydraulic conductivity and the recharge 

rate was 120 for the first scenario, and was 170 for the second scenario. Thus, the water 

table was not as high for the second scenario. The curves for the two models appear to 

match more closely with a lower water table. 

1.4 

1.2 

,-.... 1 s 
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~ ...c: 0.8 bD 
"a) 
...c: 0.6 Q) 

:0 
cd 
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~ 
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-4- FixedH 
_ -G _ alpha= 0.3/h 

_. )K- _alpha= 1/h 

.. ·8 .. alpha= 10/h 

25 30 

Distance to drain center (m) 

35 

Fig. 9a Kirkham and SubDrain water table elevation vs. distance from 
the drain: L = 60 m, R = 0.00005 m/h, K = 0.0085 m/h, and d = 3 
m; alpha = drainage transfer coefficient. 
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Fig. 9b Kirlcham and SubDrain water table elevation vs. distance near 
the drain: L = 60 m, R = 0.00005 m/h, K = 0.0085 m/h, and d = 3 
m; alpha = drainage transfer coefficient. 
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Fig. 9c Water table elevation at midpoint between drains vs. drainage 
transfer coefficient, alpha: L = 60 m, R = 0.00005 m/h, and K = 
0.0085 m/h, and d = 3 m. 
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5.1.1.3 Case 3 

The ratio between the hydraulic conductivity'- and the recharge rate for scenario 3, 

the medium coarse textured soil (figs. 10a - 10c), was 167. Thus, the curves for the 

second and third scenarios were almost identical. The midpoint water table height was 

relatively insensitive to the drainage transfer coefficient (figs. 10a and 10c). However, 

midpoint water table height was much more sensitive to the drainage transfer coefficient 

for the case with the top of the drain submerged below the water table. 

1.4 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 

Distance to drain center (m) 

Fig. 10a BCirkham and SubDrain water table elevation vs. distance from 
the drain: L = 60 m, R = 0.0003 m/h, K = 0.05 m/h, and d = 3 m; 
alpha = drainage transfer coefficient. 
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Fig. 10b Kirkham and SubDrain water table elevation vs. distance near 
the drain: L = 60 m, R = 0.0003 m/h, K = 0.05 m/h, and d = 3 m; 
alpha = drainage transfer coefficient. 
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Fig. 10c Water table elevation at midpoint between drains vs. drainage 
transfer coefficient, alpha: L = 60 m, R = 0.0003 m/h, K = 0.05 
m/h, and d = 3 m. 
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It is likely that the differences between the water table profiles obtained with 

Kirkham and SubDrain models are due to the physical approximations used by Kirkham 

to obtain his equation. Since Kirkham neglects seepage in the drain, the wet entry 

perimeter in the drain with Kirkham theory, Uk, is lesser than that in the numerical model, 

Uc, and also the maximum water table height in Kirkham, hmaxK is greater than that 

obtained numerically, hmaxc (see table 4.2 and fig. 11). 

Table 5.2 Comparison of Kirkham and SubDrain maximum water table height; 
fixed values of potential head in the drain were used. 

Soil hmaxK hmaxc 
(m) (m) 

hmax_c 
(m) 

1.67 1.38 0.293 21.2 0.078 0.142 0.063 4.65 

1.18 1.03 0.154 15.0 0.078 0.122 0.043 3.56 

1.21 1.05 0.160 15.3 0.078 0.123 0.044 3.63 

hmaxK = maximum water table height (midpoint) with Kirkham model, m, 
hmaxc = maximum water table height (midpoint) with SubDrain model, m, 
uic = wet entry perimeter in Kirkham theory, m, 
Uc = wet entry perimeter in the SubDrain model, m. 

100 % Ufc Uc Uc-Ufc (hmaxK-
(hmaxic- (m) (m) (m) hrriaxc) 
hmaxc y /(UC-UK) 
hmaxc 

Fine 

Medium 
Fine 

Medium 
coarse 
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22 -

method 

Kirkham 

0.040 0.045 0.050 0.055 0.060 0.065 
Abs(uK - Uc), m 

Fig. II Relationship between the differences in maximum water table 
heights and wet entry perimeters for Kirkham and SubDrain 
method. 

The percent difference in maximum water table height is in the range of 15 to 

21% between the SubDrain and Kirkham models (fig. 11). Although this would be 

unacceptable if the wet entry perimeters were the same, it is reasonable considering that 

water is not allowed to flow into the drain above the midpoint of the drain in the Kirkham 

model and that water flows toward the drain above its midpoint in the case of the 

SubDrain program. 

For the case where the water table intersects the drain, recharge rate or drain 

discharge increases with wet entry perimeter, drainage transfer coefficient, and midpoint 

water table height. 

Q oc uaH [40] 

where 

Q recharge rate or drain discharge, m"/h. 

u wet entry perimeter in the drain, m. 



a = drain discharge coefficient, h'\ 

H = difference bet\\'een midpoint water table height and drain total 
head,m. 

The fact that wet entry perimeter can increase allows the midpoint water table 

height to be fairly insensitive to drainage transfer coefficient as long as the discharge rate 

or recharge rate results in an unsubmerged drain. When the drain is not submerged, u 

increases if a decreases and the change of H is less than it would be if wet entry 

perimeter were fixed. The insensitivity is clearly shown in figures 8c, 9c, and 10c. 

Finally table 5.3 compares the percent difference between the discharge in the 

drain calculated with drain_fluxQ and the total recharge at water table level obtained with 

water_table_flu.xO- This percent difference is in the range of -11.58 to 14.05 and could 

indicate there is an error in the drain flux calculation. 

Table 5.3 Comparison of drain discharge and total recharge; drain discharge was obtained 
with the drain_fluxO fiinction and total recharge with the water_table_fluxO 
function. 

Case Drainage 
transfer 

coefficient, a 
(h-') 

Drain discharge, 
Qd (m'/h/m) 

Total 
descharge, Qr 

(m^/h/m) 

100(Qd - Qr)/ 
Qr 

1 15 0.000601389 0.000680164 -11.58 
2 10 0.00164532 0.00150007 9.68 
'-y J  40 0.0102562 0.00899289 14.05 
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CHAPTER 6 

PREDICTING WATER TABLE FALL AND DISCHARGE 

Rather than using the finite element model for calculation of water table 

elevations, fluxes, and discharges it has been proposed to develop semi-analytic 

equations (equations 36, 37 and 38); these equations require a resistance function which 

is obtained with the finite element model. The resistance function (Qf(x) = h(x)/R) used 

in the equations is similar to that developed by Kirkham (1964) in his stream tube 

method, but it can be applied to heterogeneous subdrain systems. The focus of this 

chapter is on the selection of this function Qf(x). 

Following the description of the resistance function, an example is given where 

water table height and flux for three positions along the water table, and total discharge 

over time are calculated with the finite element model and equations 37, 38 and 39. 

Finally the results of both methods are compared. 

6.1 Fitting resistance function 

In order to find the best fitted function, regression was used to find the function 

that had the closest fit to calculated curves, h(x)/R vs. x for steady state rainfall; the 

calculated curves were generated with the finite element SubDrain model. The Table 

Curve Program by Jandel Scientific (1993) was used to compare over 1,000 functions 

with the calculated curves. After extensive analysis, the following equation type was 

selected as the best fit to the ratio between the water table height and steady state 

recharge. 
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+ X a,[log(.r)] [41] 
K ,-=2 

A regression program was set up within SubDrain to calculate the coefficients, a,, 

i = I to 8. 

6.2 Example 

6-2.1 The problem 

With reference to fig. 12 consider the heterogeneous subdrain system with the 

following characteristics: 

Distance between parallel drains, L = 40 m; 

Depth from drain center to the second permeable layer, DEPTH 1 = 1.0 m; 

Depth from drain center to the impermeable layer, DEPTH = 3 m; 

Drainage transfer coefficient, a = 40.0 h"'; 

Radius of drain tube, RAD -- 0.05 m; 

Depth of drain below surface, D = 1.5 m; 

Rainfall before rain ceases, R = 0.00015 m/h; 

Hydraulic conductivity of the first layer, K1 = 0.02 m/h; 

Hydraulic conductivity of the second layer, K2 = 0.001 m/h; 

Water level in the drain, z = 0.0 m (half full drain); 

Bubbling pressure, PB = 0.32 m; 

Residual water content, TR = 0.21; 

Saturated water content, TS = 0.42; 

Lambda of the Brooks and Corey equation, LAJVI = 0.57. 
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After steady state is reached with a recharge of 0.00015 m/h, it is required to 

compare the water table height and flux for three nodes, and the total discharge with time 

obtained with the finite element method and with the equations that use the resistance 

function f2£(x). 

L = 40 m 

Surface 
D - h„ = 0.4 m 

K1 = 0.02 m/h 
Medium fine soil 

K2 = 0.001 m/h 
Fine soil 

hnpermeable layer 

Fig. 12 Drain system characteristics used in the example. 

6.2.2 Solution 

First, the option Submerged Preprocessor inside the Project item in the menu was 

run and the grid for the initial condition was obtained (fig. 13); second the option Run 

Model was executed to obtain the steady state water table height. 
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Fig. 13 Grid for the initial condition in the example. 

Third, with the Resistance Fitting Function menu option, the regression program 

within SubDrain gave the following results: 

at = 1913.53, 

a2 = 875.803, 

as = 242.703, 

34 = 87.6469, 

as = 18.4448, 

a6 = -2.25475, 
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= -2.4452, 

ag = -0.4247 

Consequently for the given recharge R = 0.00015 m/h, the resistance function is 

given by 

h(x)/R = Qf(x) = 1913.53 + 875.8031og(x) + 242.703 [log(x)]-+ 87.6469[log(.x)]^ 

+ 18.4448[log(x)]-^ - 2.25475 [log(x)]' - 2.4452[log(x)]^ - 0.4247 [log(x)]^ [41] 

This least squares regression (Eq. 41) and the ratio h(x)/R obtained with the finite 

element method are shown in fig. 14; both curves are almost identical. 

Finally after steady state was reached, the Continue Model After Fitting menu 

option was run to cease the recharge, R, and to obtain the following results shown in figs. 

15-19 and table 6.1. 

7000 4 

6000 J 

^ 5000 ^ 
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3000 -i 

2000 - _ Resistance fLmction 
_ h(x)/'R with the finite element method C3 

CQ 1000 -i 

10 12 14 16 18 20 6 8 0 •7 4 

Distance from drain center, x (m) 

Fig. 14 Resistance function, nf(.x), calculated with the least squares 
regression and ratio h(.x)/R obtained with the finite element 
method. 
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Figs. 15 and 16 show the water table positions with time, for the transient regime 

calculated with equation 36, and with the finite element method. The results are for x = 

0.47 m, X = 4.81 m (at 12% of drains distance), and x = 20 m (midpoint between drains). 

1.8 

1.5 -

Cbse to drain, with Eq. 36 
_ Close to drain, with the finite element method 

At 12 % ofdrain distance, with Eq. 36 
At 12 % of drain distance, with the fe.ni. 

o Middle between drains, with Eq. 36 
x Middle between drains, with the f e.m. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 

Time (h) 

70 80 90 100 

Fig. 15 Water table heights calculated with Eq. 36 and with the finite 
element method at three nodes: close to the drain (x = 0.47 m), at 
12 % of the drain distance (x = 4.81 m), and at the middle between 
drains (x = 20 m). 
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Fig. 16 Water table height differences calculated with Eq. 36 (hr) 2nd with 
the finite element method (hf) at three nodes: close to the drain (x = 
0.47 m), at 12 % of the drain distance (x = 4.81 m), and at the 
middle between drains (x = 20 m). 

Figs. 17 and 18 give the fluxes at water table for transient regime calculated with 

bot method. 

Fig. 18 shows total discharge per meter of drain vs. time calculated with the two 

methods. 

The difference of total discharge obtained with the two methods is presented in 

fig. 19. 
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17 Fluxes calculated with Eq. 37 and with the finite element 
method (ft-)at three nodes; close to the drain (x = 0.47 m), at 
12 % of the drain distance (x = 4.81 m), and at the. middle 
between drains (x = 20 m). 
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Fig. 18 Flux differences calculated with Eq. 37 (fr) and with the finite 
element method (ff) at three nodes: close to the drain (x = 0.47 
m), at 12 % of the drain distance (x=4.Sl m), and at the 
middle between drains (x = 20 m). 
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Table 6.1 summarizes the results about water table heights and fluxes. 

Table 6.1 Comparison of water table heights (m) and fluxes (m/h) calculated with the 
equations 36 and 37, and with the finite element method at three nodes. 

Time, hours 

0.0 2.0 4.0 10.0 20.0 50.1 100.1 

Distance to drain. X = 0.47 m (lOOx/L = = 1-2 %) 

hr 0.20359 0.20087 0-19832 0.19088 0.17912 0.14814 0.10846 

hf 0.20359 0.20116 0.19924 0.19452 0.18804 0.17203 0.15077 

1—
• 

o
 

0
 

-1 1 0.00 -0.14 -0.46 -1.87 -4.75 -13-89 -28.06 

qr 0.00015 0.00015 0.00015 0.00014 0.00013 0.00011 0.00008 

qr 0.00015 0.00012 0.00010 0.00008 0.00007 0.00006 0.00004 

100(qr - qf)/ qf 0.00 23.36 40.75 70.73 89.59 94.08 81.85 

Distance to drain. X = 4.81m (lOOx/L = = 12 %) 

hr 0.64101 0.63753 0.63425 0.62457 0.60892 0.56516 0.50165 

hf 0.64101 0.63750 0.63415 0.62407 0.60746 0.56096 0.49690 

I00(hr- hf)/ hf 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.24 0.75 0.96 

qr 0.00015 0.00015 0.00015 0.00015 0.00014 0.00013 0.00012 

qr 0.00015 0.00015 0.00015 0.00015 0.00015 0.00014 0.00011 

100(qr - qf)/ qf 0.00 -1.28 -2.34 -4.59 -6.20 -4.40 3.11 

Distance to drain^ , X = 20 m (lOOx/L = 50%) 

hr 1.09892 1.08723 1.07723 1.05145 1.01656 0.93812 0.84386 

hf 1.09892 1.08751 1.07800 1.05396 1.02208 0.95112 0.86425 

100(hr- hf)/ hf 0.00 -0.03 -0.07 -0.24 -0.54 -1.37 -2.36 

qr 0.00015 0.00015 0.00015 0.00014 0.00014 0.00013 0.00012 

qr 0.00015 0.00014 0.00014 0.00013 0.00012 0.00011 0.00010 

100(qr - qf)/ qf 0.00 4.49 6.62 10.20 13.16 14.30 10.89 

hr = water table height predicted using the resistance function, 
hf = water table height calculated with the finite element method, 
qr = water table flux predicted using the resistance function, 
qr = water table flux calculated with the finite element method 
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Fig. 19 Total discharge per 1 m of drain vs. time, calculated with Eq. 38 
and the finite element method. 
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Fig. 20 Percent difference of total discharge obtained with Eq. 38 (Qr) 
and the finite element method (Qf). 
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6.3 Analysis of Results 

According to fig. 14 the resistance fimction is almost the same as the ratio obtained 

with the finite element method; hence the resistance fimction, ^({x), is a good 

representation of h(x)/R. 

Figs. 15 and 16 show that for the nodes far firom the drain (x/L% = 12% and 50 

%), the water table elevations calculated with Eq. 36, are close to those obtained with the 

finite element method. For these nodes the difference between both elevations expressed 

as 100(hr - hf)/ hf ranges between -2.4% to 1%. However for the node near to the drain 

(x/L% = 1.2%), the agreement is not as good and 100(hr- hf)/ hf decreases continuously 

to reach a minimum of -28%. This fact can be explained if we consider that after the 

recharge has ceased the wetted perimeter decreases and consequently the resistance to 

flow close to the drain increases. This increase of resistance is only taken into account by 

the finite element method, but not by Eq. 36. 

Figs. 17 and 18 reveal that at the two nodes far from the drain the agreement of 

results of both methods (Eq. 37 and finite element method) is satisfactory; the normalized 

difference, 100(qr- qf)/qf, ranges from -6.2 to 14.3 during the simulated time. At the node 

close to the drain, the normalized difference of fluxes with both methods is much greater; 

100(qr - qf)/qr increases continuously to a maximum value of 94% at 50.1 h after the 

recharge ceased; between 50.1 and 100.1 h it decreases to 82% at 100.1 h. The 

explanation of this behavior is the same given for the variation of 100(hr - hf)/hf close to 

the drain: the increase of the resistance to the flow of water is only taken into account by 

the finite element method. 
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Even when the fluxes close to the drain obtained with the Eq. 37 and those 

obtained with the finite element method do not have close agreement, the total discharge 

values calculated with Eq. 38 and with the finite element method are similar (see figs. 19 

and 20). Fig. 19 indicates that the total discharge obtained with Eq. 38, Qr, is always a 

little greater than that given by the finite element method, Qf. The normalized difference 

of total discharges, expressed as 100(Qr - Qf)/Qf, and displayed in fig. 20, increases 

continuously and after 100.1 h reaches a value of only 7.5%. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

The aumerical model SubDrain results are in concordance with the Kirkham equation 

if the physical approximation (no seepage) of the Kirkham model is taken into 

account. 

The effect of the fraction of perforated area in the drains can be simulated in the 

SubDrain model with the drainage transfer coefficient (a). 

Water table elevations calculated with the Eq. 36, hr, are close to those given by the 

finite element method, hf, except near the drain 

Also, fluxes achieved with Eq. 37, qr, are comparable with those obtained with the 

finite element method qf, but not near the drain. 

Discharges calculated with Eq. 38, Qr, are similar to those obtained with the finite 

element method, Qf. 

Eqs. 36 and 37, based in the firozen stream tubes assumption, predicted satisfactory 

water table elevation and flux for positions not close to the drain. 

Equation 38 (also based in the frozen stream tubes assumption) gave adequate 

discharges. 
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APPENDIX A 

DRAIN SYSTEM EQUATIONS TO PREDICT DISCHARGE AND 
WATER TABLE FALL 

The purpose of tiiis derivation is to obtain equations that calculate water table 

height vs. time for any position between drains. 

This derivation is similar to that proposed by Kirkham (1964). Referring to fig. A. 1, 

if we assume frozen stream tubes, in an individual stream tube with a node at the water 

table, the total discharge, Qim, for steady state recharge is given by Darcy's Law; 

a. -RA, 
f A// V [A. I] 

where: 

cross sectional area of the tube at the water table, m". 

R. recharge, m/h, 

AH total head loss in the stream tube, m. 

n(x) overall stream tube resistance to the flow, h. 

From Eq. A.1, we can obtain 

[A.2] 

but AH = h, then 

[A.3] 
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Aj^=Ax w. 

Ax 

AH=1 

impermeable layer 

Fig. A.I Frozen stream tubes and variables of the water table fail equation. 

With pairs of values for x and h given by the finite element method (FEM) we can 

obtain a fitting fimction Qt{x) equivalent to Q(x); 

Cl,{x) = ~ [A.4] 

For a given water table height at x, the flux in the stream tube at the water table, qitu, 

can be expressed in two ways: 

First for the transient state when Rn- is not constant with time 

Quu - ^ [-^-5] 

dividing by Axw^ 
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=-/^ [A.6] 

where: 

f = drainable porosity, 

q,£u = flux in the stream tube at the water table, m/h, 

Qitu = total discharge in the stream, tube, m^/h, 

t = time, h, 

Wx = width of the stream tube at the water table, m, 

X = X coordinate for midpoint of stream tube at the water table, m. 

Ax = length of the stream tube at the water table, m . 

Second, imagine that the water table (that has fallen at distance x to level h in time 

t) suddenly stops falling because of an instantaneously recharge, R^. This Rs, is sufficient to 

maintain, the flow with steady state water table height. Rs would be equal to flux in the tube 

[A-7] 

Since the tube is frozen the variations of Qf(x) can be neglected and the value of Rs 

given by equation A.4 can be substituted in equation A.7: 

From equations A.8 and A.6 

'' [A.9] 
Q^(.r) dt 

Rearranging 



dt ^^(x) / 

The solution to this differential equation is 

' f 

If Rav is the average of Rn- between to and t; 
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dh h R,^ TA 
+ rT= [A.10] 

he' •^gv 
~ f •' 

Integrating 

he" = R^q. + C 

Rearranging 

A = + [A.11] 

If t = to and h = ho 

h' = R^Clf (x) + Ce"'*' 

Substituting C in A.II 

h = (h" _ ^ (r))'"' 

If t = ti ant At - ti-to 

Rearranging 

h' =h''e"^' (x)(l - e'^' ) [A. 12] 

The flux in x at time ti is given by Eq. A.8 
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Substituting in Eq. A.13 the value of hi given by Eq. A. 12 

or 

vL [A.141 

The total discharge for the entire drain shed is the sum of the product of times 

Axj for each of the n stream tubes. 

[A. 15] 
1=1 



APPENDIX B 

CODE: MAIN FUNCTIONS 

void CSubDrainView:lOnProjectSubmergedPreprocessor() 
{ 

region =1; 
status =1; 
dd.initial_tiine_step 0; 
dd.set_top_widthO; 
dd.SetRegsGridO; // Generate grid for 13 regions 
dd.Trigrid // optimizes the matrix for 13 regions 
dd.SetIniSubConditionO; // Find all of the boundary nodes 
dd.find_radial_elementsO; 
InvaUdateO; 

} 

void CSubDrainView::OnProjectRunModelO 
s i 

region = 1; 
double wf; 
intj =-3; 
ofstream ofile2; 
ofile2.open(Root+"vvtable.dat"); 
if([ofile2) cerr « "could not open output file"; 
int reference_water_table_node = dd.countt_rO dd.countlp_rO+ 

dd.rad_ro ws_rO; 
double c; 
while(c > 0.000001||Tlmax>=dd.tl_r()) 
{ 

c = fabs((dd.heightp_r(reference_water_table_node) -
dd.height_r(reference_water_table_node))/ 
dd.heightp_r(reference_water_tab le_node)); 
dd. add_tune_step 0; 

double flux_diff= 1.; 
double total_flux_p =1.; 
if(j = 6) dd.reset_nodes(); 
dd.set_heightpO); 
new_time_step = 0; 
j = i; 
vvhile(j < 6 && flux_diff > 0.001) 
{ 

j^; 
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dd.average_heightQ;// This gives ave height 
dd.drain_fluxO; 
aew_time_step -H-; 
dd.calc ulate_transinissi vity 0; 
dd.so lve_matrixO; 
wf = dd.water_table_fluxO; H water table flux computed at 

//average height 
flux_diff = fabs((wf - total_fluxjp) / (wf * 0.5 + 

total_flux_p * 0.5)); 
total_flux_p = wf; 
dd.water_table_movementQ; // This gives height new 

} 
if(j< 6)dd.add_time(); 
dd. find_radial_fIux_vectorsO; 
end_height = dd.height_r(dd.countt_rO 

+ dd.countlp_rO+dd.rad_rows_rO'i'dd.countu_rO); 

InvalidateQ; 
S endMessage( WM_P AINT); 

} 

//Add the lines to get the water table height 
offle2 « " alpha = "« "\t"; 
ome2 « ALPHA_TILE « "\n"; 
ofile2«" recharge = "« "\t"; 
ome2« R«"\n"; 
ofile2 « " Permeabihty = "« "\t"; 
ome2« K1 «"\n"; 
ofile2«" x"«"\t"; 
ofile2 «" KirkhamSolution "« "\t"; 
ofile2 « " prog height "« "\n"; 
for(int i = dd.couutt_r() + dd.countip_rO+ 1; 

i <= dd.countt_rO + dd.countlp_rO+dd.rad_rows_rO 
+dd.countu_rO; i-r-h) 

{ 
ofile2 « dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i))« "\t"; 
ofile2 «dd.KirkhamSolution(dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i)))« "\t"; 
ofile2 « dd.height_r(i)«"\n"; 

> 

ofile2.close(); 

void CSubDrainView;:OnResistanceFittingFunction() 
{ //this function obtains the fitting parameters of 



//of the logarithm fuction that fit the water 
// table position. 
region = 4; 
double SPREAD = 0.1 ; 
NTERM = 8; 
int i,*ia; 
float chisq,*a,*x,*y,*sig,**covar; 
ofstream ofileS; 
ofile3.open(Root-H"FitCoefResFunc.dat"); 
if(!ofile3) cerr « "could not open output file"; 
ofileS « " DEPTH = "« "\t"; 
ofile3 « DEPTH « "\n"; 
ofileB « " DEPTHl = "« "\t"; 
ofileS « DEPTHl « "\n"; 
ofileS « " alpha = "« "\t"; 
ofileS « ALPHA_TILE « "\n"; 
ofileS « " Permeability K1 = "« "\t"; 
ofiIe3« K1 «"\n"; 
ofile3 « " Permeability K2 = "« "\t"; 
ofiIe3« K2 «"\n"; 
ofile3 «" recharge = "« "\t"; 
ofiIe3 « R « "\n"; 
//Getting the number of nodes to the right of drain 
int first=I; 
int count=dd.countt_rO + dd.countlp_rO+ 

dd.rad_rovvs_rO+dd.countu_rO; 

for (int k = dd.countt_rO + dd.countIp_rQ+l; 
k <=dd.countt_rQ -r dd.countlp_rO+dd.rad_rows_rO;k-r+) 

{ 
if(dd..x_r(dd.ibn_r(k+l ))>=0.001 &first=l )first=k; 

} 
int NPT =count-first-!-1; 
ia=ivector( 1 ,NTERM); 
a=vector( 1 ,NTERM); 
x=vector(l ,NPT); 
y=vector( 1 ,NPT); 
sig=vector( I ,NPT); 
covar=matrix( 1 ,NTERM[, 1 ,NTERM); 

for (i=l;i<=NPT;i-H-) 
{ 

x[i]=(float) dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(dd.countt_r() 
-r dd.countIp_r()+dd.rad_rows_rO+dd.countu_rO-NPT-f-i)) 



flincs(x[i],a,NTERM); 
y[i] =(float) (dd.height_r(dci.coiiiitt_rO 

-r dd.countlp_rO+dd.rad_rows_rO-i-dd.countu_rO-NPT-ri)/R); 
sig[i]=(float) SPREAD; 

} 

for (i=l;i<=NTERM;i-r-i-) ia[i]=l; 
lfit(x,y,sig,NPT,a,ia,NTERM,covar,&chisq,flmcs); 

for (i=l ;i<=NTERM;i++) 
{ 

aw[i]=a[i]; 
ofileS «"a["«i«"] = "«aw[i]«"\ii"; 

} 
ofileS «"x Calculated Calculated"« "\n"; 
ofileS «" with fit. &. with f.e.in"« "\n"; 
double xx=0.0,hf=0.0; 

for(i = first; 
i <= dd.countt_rO + dd.countlp_rO+dd.rad_rows_rO 

+dd.countu_rO; i++) 
{ 

XX = dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i)); 
ofileS « XX « "\t"; 
hf = (aw[l]+aw[2]*pow(log(xx),l)+aw[3]*pow(log(xx),2) 

+aw[4]*pow(log(xx),3)+aw[5]*pow(log(xx),4) 
+aw[6]*pow(log(xx),5)+aw[7]*pow(log(xx),6) 
Taw[8]*pow(log(xx),7))*R; 

ofileS «hf « "\t"; 
ofileS « dd.height_r(i)«'"vn"; 

} 

free_matrix(covar, 1 ,NTERM, 1 ,NTERIVr); 
fi-ee_vector(sig, 1 ,NPT); 
free_vector(y, 1 ,NPT); 
free_vector(x, 1 ,NPT); 
free_vector(a, 1 ,NTERM); 
free_i vector(ia, 1 ,NTERM); 

ofileS-closeQ; 

#xindefNRANSI 
InvaUdateO; 
S endMessage( WiVI_P AINT); 
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} 

void CSubDrainView-OaProjectContinueAflerFittingQ 
{ 

region =11; 
R = 0.0; 
double wf; 
intj =-3; 
double count=2.0; 
double initial_time=dd.tl_rO; 
double t = dd.tl_rO - uiitial_time; 
double total_discharge = 0.0; 
double dx = 0.0; 
for(Lnt i = dd.countt_rO+ dd.countlp_rO + 1; 

i <= dd.countt_rO+dd.countlp_rO+dd.rad_rows_rO+dd.countxi_r(); 

{ 
dd.get_steady_height(i); 
initial_height[i]=dd.steady_height_r(i); 
new_height[i]=initial_height[i]; 
dd.get_steady_flux(i); 
initial_flux[i]=dd.steady_flax_r(i); 
new_flux[i]=initial_flux[i]; 
if(i = dd.countt_rO+ dd.countlp_rO +1) 

{ 
dx=(dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i+l))-dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i)))/2; 

} 
else 
.{ 

if(i=dd.countt_r() + dd.countlp_rO 
+dd.rad_ro ws_rO+dd.co untu_rO) 

{ 
dx=(dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i))-dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i-1 )))/2; 

} 
else 
{ 

dx=(dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i-r 1 ))-dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i)))/2-f-
(dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i))-dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i-l)))/2; 

/ 

) 
/ 

totaI_discharge = total_discharge + dx*ne\v_flux[i]; 
t I 
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ofstream ofi.le3; 
ofstxeam ofile4; 
ofstxeam ofileS; 
ofile3.open(Root-H"heights.dat"); 
if(!ofile3) cerr« "could aot open output file"; 
ofile3 « " DEPTH = "« "\t"; 
ofile3 « DEPTH « "\a"; 
ofile3 « " DEPTHl = "« "\t"; 
ofile3 « DEPTHl « "V; 
ofile3 « " alpha = "« "\t"; 
ofiIe3 « ALPHA_TILE « "^^n"; 
ofile3 « " Permeability K1 = "« "\t"; 
ofile3« K1 «"\n"; 
ofiIe3 « " Permeability K2 = "« "\t"; 
ofile3« K2 «"\n"; 
ofile3 « "x of node close to the drain = "« "\t"; 
ofile3 « dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(dd.countt_r() + dd.countlp_rO 

+dd.rad_rows_rO)) « "\n"; 
ofile3 « "x of node at the middle between drains = "« "\t"; 
ofile3 « dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(dd.countt_rO + dd.countlp_rO 

+dd.rad_rows_rO+dd.countu_r())) «"\n"; 
ofile3 « "\n"; 
ofileS « " Close to the drain Middle between drains"; 
ofile3 « "\n"; 
ofile3 « "t hr " ; 
ofile3 « "Predicted h Program's h "; 
ofile3 « "Predicted h Program's h" «"\n"; 

ofile4.open(Root+"fluxes.dat"); 
if(!ofile4) cerr « "could not open output file"; 
ofile4«" DEPTH = "« "\t"; 
ofiIe4 « DEPTH « "\n"; 
ofile4 « " DEPTHl = "« "\t"; 
ofile4 « DEPTHl « "\n"; 
ofiIe4 « " alpha = "« "\t"; 
ofile4« ALPHA_TILE «"\n"; 
ofile4«" Permeability K1 = "«"\t"; 
ofile4« K1 «"\n"; 
ofile4 « " Permeability K2 = "« "\t"; 
ofile4« K2 «"\n"; 
ofile4 « "x of node close to the drain = "« "\t"; 
ofile4 « dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(dd.countt_r() + dd.countlp_r() 

-!-dd.rad_rows_r())) «"\n"; 
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ofile4 « "x of node at the middle between drains = "« "\t"; 
ofile4 « dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(dd.countt_rO + dd.countlp_r() 

+dd.rad_rows_rO+dd.coiintu_rO)) «"\n"; 
ofile4 « "\n"; 
ofile4 « " Close to the drain Middle between drains"; 
ofile4 « "\n"; 
ome4 « "t hr " ; 
ofile4 « "Predicted q Program's q 
ofile4 « "Predicted q Program's q" «"\n"; 

ofile5-open(Root+"unsteady_total_discharges.dat"); 
if(!ofile5) cerr « "could not open output file"; 
ofileS « " DEPTH = "« "\t"; 
ofileS « DEPTH « "\n"; 
OfileS « " DEPTHl = "« "\t"; 
ofileS « DEPTHl « "\n"; 
ofileS «" alpha = "«"\t"; 
ofileS « ALPHA_TILE « "\n"; 
ofileS « " Permeability K1 = "« "\t"; 
ofileS « K1 « "\n"; 
ofileS « " Permeability K2 = "« "\t"; ' 
ofileS « K2 « "\n"; 
ofileS « "\n"; 
ofileS «"thr" ; 
ofileS << "Predicted Q " ; 
ofileS « "water_table_flux Q"; 
ofileS « " drain_flux Q" « "\n"; 

int m = dd.countt_rO + dd.countlp_r()+dd.rad_rows_r(); 
int n = dd.countt_rQ + dd.countIp_rQ+dd.rad_rows_rO+4; 
int o = dd.countt_rO + dd.countlp_rO+dd.rad_rows_rO+dd.countu_rO; 
int p = dd.countt_rO + dd.countlp_rO-3; 

ofileS «t« "\t"« "\t"; 
ofileS «new_height[m]« "\t"« "\t""\t"; 
ofileS « dd.height_r(m)« "\t"« "\t"; 
ofileS «new_height[o]« "\t"« "\t"; 
ofileS « dd.height_r(o)«"\n"; 

ofile4 «t« "\t"; 
ofile4 «-new_flux[m]« "\t"; 
ofile4 «-dd.flux_r(m)« "\t"; 
ofile4 «-new_flux[o]« "\t"; 
ofile4 «-dd.flux_r(o)«"\n"; 
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ofileS «t« "\t"; 
ofileS «-total_d.ischarge«"\t"«"\t"; 
ofileS «-dd.water_table_fIuxO«"\t"«"\t"; 
ofileS « dd.drain_fluxO«"\ii"; 

while(t<=T2max) 
{ 

t = dd.tl_rO-iiiitial_time; 
dd.add_tinie_stepO; 
double flux_difF= 1.; 
double total_flux__p = 1.; 
ifO' = 6) dd.reset_aodesO; 
dd.set_heightp(]); 
new_tiine_step = 0; 
j = 1; 
total_discharge = 0.0; 
while(j < 6 && flux_diff > 0.001) 
{ 

j++; 
dd.average_height();// This gives new av. heights (midpoint) 
new_time_step ++; 
dd.calculate_transmissivityO; 
dd.so lve_matrixO; 
dd.drain_fluxO; 
wf = dd.water_table_fluxO;// water table flux computed at 

//average height 
flux_diff = fabs((wf - total_flux_p) / (wf * 0.5 + 

total_flux_p *0.S)); 
total_flux_p = wf; 
dd.water_table_movementO; // This gives new heights 

} 

if(i< 6)dd.add_tinie(); 

for(i = dd.countt_r()-i- dd.countlp_rO + 1; 
i <= dd.countt_r() +dd.countlp_r()+dd.rad_rows_r() 

-rdd.countu_r(); i-^-r-) 
{ 

fo[i]=(TS-TR)*( 1.0-po vv((PB/(W-initial_height[i])),LAM)); 
double XX = dd..x_r(dd.ibn_r(i)); 
omega[i] = aw[l]-T-aw[2]*pow(log(xx),l)"^a-w[3]*pow(log(xx),2) 

+aw[4]*pow(log(xx),3)-!-aw[5]*pow(log(xx),4) 
-r-aw[6]*pow(log(xx),S)-raw[7]*pow(log(xx),6) 
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-i-avv[8 ] *po w(log(xx), 7); 

aew_height[i]=initial_height[i] 
*exp(-dd.dt_rO/(fo[i]*oniega[i])) 
+ R*oinega[i]*(l-exp(-dd.dt_rQ/(fo[i]*omega[i]))); 

new_fliix[i]=iiutial_£lux[i] 
*exp(-dd.dt_rO/(fo[i]*oinega[i])); 

if(i — dd.countt_rO"i" dd.coiiutlp_rO "S" 1) 
{ 

dx=(dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i+l))-dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i)))/2.0; 
} 
else 
{ 

if(i=dd.countt_rO + dd.countlp_rO 
+dd.rad_rows_rQ+dd.countu_rO) 

{ 
dx=(dd.x_r(dd.iba_r(i))-dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i-1 )))/2.0; 

} 
else 
( 

dx=(dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i+l))-dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i)))/2.0-f-
(dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i)) -
dd.x_r(dd.ibn_r(i-1 )))/2.0; 

} 

} 

total_discharge = total_discharge + dx*new_flux[i]; 
} 
if(t>=count) 
{ 

ofileS «t« "\t"« "\t"; 
ofileS «new_lieight[ni]« "\t"« 
ofileS « dd.height_r(m)« "\t"; 
ofileS «ne\v_height[o]« "\t"« "\t"; 
ofileS « dd.height_r(o)« "\n"; 

ofile4 «t« "\t"; 
ofile4 «-new_flux[m]« "\t"; 
ofile4 « -dd.flux_r(m)« "\t"; 
ofile4 «-iiew_£lux[o]« "\t"; 
ofile4 «-dd.flux_r(o)«"\n"; 
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ofileS «t« "\t"; 
ofileS « -total_discharge«"\t"«"\t"; 
ofileS « -dd.water_table_fluxO«"\t"«"\t"; 
ofiileS « dd.drain_fluxO«"\n"; 

count=co unt-rl .0; 
} 

for(i = dd-countt_rO-^ dd.countlp_rO + 1; 
i <= dd.countt_rO + dd.countlp_rO+ 

dd.rad_rows_rO+dd.countu_r(); i-H-) 
{ 

Lnitial_h.eight[i]=new_h.eight[i]; 
initial_flux[i]=new_flux[i] ; 

} 

InvalidateQ; 
S endMessage( WM_P AINT); 

s 
ofile3.close0; 
ofile4.close0; 
ofile5.close(); 

void setup::average_heightO 
{ 

for(iiit i = I; i <= countt + countlp +2*radius_rows-lT- counto; i-^+) 
b.eight.ed(i) = (height.ed(i) + height_p-ed(i)) / 2.; 
adjust_heightO; 

void setup: :adjust_height(void) 
{ 

// This function adjusts heights of water table nodes and potitdons 
//of the rest of the nodes 

// Calculate upper placement of water table 
int J = countt -r countlp + 1; 
vectd x_o(2*radius_rows-l + columns -r 3), z_o(2*radius_ronvs-l + columns + 3); 

//Getting the first left node on the water table before adjusting 
int first_before_adjusting=l; 



for (int i = J; i <=countt+countlp+radius_rows;i-iH-) 
{ 

while (first_before_adjusting=l && x.ed(ibn.ei(i+I))>=0.001) 
first_before_adjusting = i; 

} 

//Getting the coordenates of the water tables nodes 
// in the radial region and in two nodes outside this region 
// before adjusting 

for(iat k = 1; k <=J -i- 2*Tadius_rows +1 - first_before_adjusting; k-M-) 
{ 

x_o.ed(k) = x.ed(ibn.ei(k + first_before_adjusting -1)); 
z_o.ed(k) = height.ed( k + first_before_adjusting -1); 

}//end of calculation of upper placement of water table 

//Getting the polynomial coefi5cient on the left part 
//of the water table 

polynomial_coefficients(x_o.ed(l),x_o.ed(2),x_o.ed(3), 
z_o.ed( 1 ),z_o.ed(2),z_o.ed(3)); 

double ho =cof.ed(l);//heigth of water table ia the left vertical 

//Putting the nodes on their original position 
if(past_firstonvert >= J) 
{ 

z.ed(rad.ei((past_firstonvert}-J-rl,J)) = past_zl; 
x.ed(rad.ei((past_firstonvert)-J-i-l, J)) = past_xl; 
z.ed(rad.ei((past_firstonvert)-J-T-l, J-I)) =past_z2; 
x.ed(rad.ei((past_firstonvert)-J+l,J-l)) = past_x2; 
z.ed(rad.ei((past_firstonvert)-J+l, J-2)) =past_z3; 
x.ed(rad.ei((past_firstonvert)-J+l, J-2)) =past_x3; 

} 

// adjusting the nodes that should be moved from the vertical 
// to the right and down 

if(ho >= RAD)//submerged 
{ 

if(ho >= RAD 0.015) 
{ 

if (new_time_step <= 1) 
{ 

first_after_adjusting = 1; 
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for (i = J+1; i <=J-l+radius_rows;i-iH-) 
{ 

while (first_afi;er_adjusting==l && (z.ed(ibn.ei(i))-r 
fabs(initial_z.ed(i-rl) - z.ed(iba.ei(i)))/2) 
>= ho) 
first__after_adjusting = i; 

} 
if (first_after_adjustiag= 1) 

first_after_adjusting=J+radius_ro ws-1 ; 
} 

past_zl = z.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J-M, J)); 
past_xl = x.ed(rad.ei(first_afler_adjusting-J+l, J)); 
past_z2 = z.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J-rl, J-1)); 
past_x2 = x.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J+l, J-1)); 
past_z3 = z.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjustLag-J-rI, J-2)); 
past_x3 = x.ed(rad-ei(first_after_adjusting-J+l, J-2)); 

double a=0., b=0., c=0.; 
if (past_firstonvert >= first_afler_adjusting-^l) 
{ 

vectd x_p_h(4), z_p_h(4); 
for(int k = 1; k <=3; k-H-) 
{ 

x_p_h.ed(k) = x.ed(ibn.ei(k + 
first_b efore_adj usting-1)); 
z_p_h.ed(k) = height_p.ed( k + 
first_before_adjusting -1); 

} 

poIynomial_coef5cients(xjp_h.ed( I), 
x__p_h. ed(2),x_p_h. ed(3 ), 
z_p_h.ed( 1 ),z_p_h.ed(2),z_p_h.ed(3)); 
height_p.ed(first_afler_adjusting) = z_p_h.ed(l); 
a = cof.ed(l); 
b = cof.ed(2); 
c = cof.ed(3); 

} 

// Calculates polynomial coefficients for the three upper nodes 
polynomial_coef5cients(x_o.ed(l),x_o.ed(2),x_o.ed(3), 

z_o.ed(l),z_o.ed(2),z_o.ed(3)); 

for(i = first_after_adjusting; i <= first_before_adjusting; i-H-) 
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{ 
if(z.ed(rad.ei(i-jT-l, J)) >= ho) 
{ 

ro w_po lynomial_coe£5cients( 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J-r-l, J)), 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J-i-l,J-l)), 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J-rl, J-2)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-jT-l, J)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J+l, J-l)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J-r-l, J-2))); 

x.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countIp, J)) = 
secant(x-ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)), 

cof.ed(l), cof.ed(2), cof.ed(3), 
row_cof.ed(l), row_cof.ed(2), 
row_cof.ed(3)); 

double XT = x.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)); 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J))= 

cof.ed(l) + cof-ed(2)*xr+cof.ed(3)*xr*xr; 

//calculates positions of lower nodes 

//Calculates the total angle 
int row = i-countt-countlp; 
int m = row -1; 
double ze; 
if (i=first_after_adjusting)ze= 

past_zl;//z.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)); 
else 

ze=z.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-co untlp, J)); 
double total_angle = newt_raph_angle( 

ze, m); 
double pid3 = (total_angle)/(countlp+l); 
int k = 0; 
double d = W; 
double rowx[14]; 

for (int j=countt-i-l;j<=countt-i-countlp;j-H-) 
{ 

k++; 
double delpidS = k*pid3; 
x_left_ro w(ro w,j ,delp id3 ,m); 
z_left_row(rowj,delpid3,m,d); 
rowxjj] = delpid3; 
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} 
} 

} 

if (past_firstonvert >= first_after_ad.j usting-^ 1) 
{ 

for (i =- first_after_adjusting-t-l; i 
<=first_b e fore_adj usting;i+-r) 

{ 
double xr; 
xr = x.ed(rad.ei(i-J-rl, J)); 
height_p.ed(i)= a -i- b*xr -i- c*xr*xr; 
double h = lieight_p.ed(i); 

} 
} 
x.ed(ibn.ei(first_after_adjusting))=0.0; 
z.ed(ibn.ei(first_after_adjusting))=ho; 
past_firstonvert = first_afler_adjusting; 

} 
else// just submerged 
{ 

first_after_adjusting = J; 

past_zl = z.ed(rad.ei(first_aft;er_adjusting-J-i-l, J)); 
past_xl = x.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J+l, J)); 
past_z2 = z.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J+l, J-1)); 
past_x2 = x.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J+l, J-I)); 
•past_z3 = z.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J-!-l, J-2)); 
past_x3 = x.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J+I, J-2)); 

double a=0., b=0., c=0.; 

if (past_firstonvert >= first_after_adjusting-r-l) 
{ 

vectd x_p_h(4), z_p_h(4); 
for(int k = 1; k <=3; k-H-) 
{ 

xjp_h.edCk) = x.ed(ibn.ei(k + 
first_before_adj usting-1)); 
z_p_h.ed(k) = height_p.ed( k -t-
first_before_adjusting -1); 

} 
polynomial_coefEicients(x_p_h.ed( 1), 

x_p_h.ed(2),x_p_h.ed(3). 
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z__p_h.ed( 1) ,z_p_h.ed(2) ,z_p_h.eci(3)); 
height_p.ed(first_after_adjusting) = z_p_h.ed(l); 
a = cof.ed(l); 
b = cof.ed(2); 
c = cof.ed(3); 

} 

// Calculates pol>'noiiiial coefficients for the three upper nodes 
polynomial_coefficients(x_o.ed(l),x_o.ed(2),x_o.ed(3), 

z_o .ed( I) ,z_o .ed(2) ,z_o. ed(3)); 

for(i = first_after_adjusting; i <= first_before_adjusting; i-H-) 
{ 

if(2.ed(rad.ei(i-J+l, J)) >= ho) 
{ 

rowjpolynomial_coefficients( 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J-rl, J)), 
X. ed(rad.ei(i-J+1, J-1)), 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J+l, J-2)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J+l, J)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J+I, J-1)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J+l, J-2))); 

x.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)) = 
secant(x.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)), 

cof.ed(l), cof.ed(2), cof.ed(3), 
row_cof.ed(l), row_cof.ed(2), 
row_cof.ed(3)); 

double xr = x.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)); 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J))= 

cof.ed(l) + cof.ed(2)*xr+cof.ed(3)*xr*xr; 

//calculates positions of lower aodes 

//Calculates the total angle 
int row = i-countt-countlp; 
int m = row -1; 
double ze; 
ze=2.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)); 
double total_angle = newt_raph_angle(ze, m); 
double pid3 = (total_angle)/(countlp-J-l); 
int k = 0; 
double d = W; 
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double rowx[14]; 

for (int j=countt-i-I ;j<=countt+couiitlp;j-f-i-) 
{ 

k-H-; 
double delpidS = k;*pid3; 
x_left_ro w(ro w J ,delpid3 ,m); 
z_left_row(rowJ,delpid3 ,m,d); 
rowx[j] =delpid3; 

} 
} 

} 

if (past_firstonvert >= first_after_adjusting-rl) 
{ 

for (i = first_aft;er_adjusting+l; 
i <=first_before_adjusting;i-i-i-) 
{ 

double xr; 
xr = x.ed(rad.ei(i-J+l, J)); 
height_p.ed(i)= a + b*xr + c*xr*xr; 
double h = height_p.ed(i); 

} 
} 
if(z.ed(rad.ei(l, J)) <= ho) 
{ 
x.ed(ibn.ei(first_after_adj usting))=0.0; 
z.ed(ibn.ei(first_afler_adj usting))=ho; 
} 
past_firstonvert = first_afler_adjusting; 

} 
} 
else //no submerged 
{ 

first_after_adjusting = J; 

past_zl = z.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J-^l, J)); 
past_xl = x.ed(rad-ei(first_after_adjusting-J+l, J)); 
past_z2 = z.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-jT-l, J-1)); 
past_x2 = x.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J-i-l, J-1)); 
past_z3 = z.ed(rad.ei(first_afler_adjusting-J+l, J-2)); 
past_x3 = x.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J-rl, J-2)); 

// Calculates polynomial coefficients for the three upper nodes 
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po l5aioinial_co e£5cients(x_o. ed( 1 ),x_o. ed(2)^x_o. ed(3), 
z_o .ed( 1 ),z_o .ed(2),z_o .ed(3)); 

for(i = first_after_adjusting; i <= first_before_adjusting; i-H-) 

{ 
if(z.ed(rad.ei(i-J+l, J)) >= ho) 
{ 

row_polynomial_coefi5cients( 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J+l, J)), 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J+1, J-1)), 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J-rl, J-2)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J-rl, J)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J-i-l, J-1)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J+l, J-2))); 

x.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)) = 
ne\vton_raphson( 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)), 
cof.ed(l), cof.ed(2), cof.ed(3), 
row_cof.ed(l), row_cof.ed(2), ro\v_cof.ed(3)); 

double XT = x.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)); 
2.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countIp, J))= 

cof.ed(l) + cof.ed(2)*xr+cof.ed(3)*xr*xr;0 

//calculates positions of lower nodes 

//Calculates the total angle 
int row = i-countt-countlp; 
int m = row - I; 
double ze; 
ze=z.ed(rad.ei(i-countt-countlp, J)); 
double total_angle = newt_raph_angle( 

ze, m); 
double pid3 = (total_angle)/(countlp+l); 
int k = 0; 
double d = W; 
double rowx[14]; 

for (int j=countt-i-l ;j<=countt-rcountlp;j+-r) 
{ 

k-H-; 
double delpid3 = k*pid3; 
x_left_ro w(ro wj,delpid3 ,m); 
z_left_row(row,j,delpid3 ,m,d); 
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rowxQ] - delpidS; 
} 

} 

} 
past_firstonvert = first_afler_adjusting; 

} 

// Calculates aodes position of rows that are in the left moving region 
// but the upper node is not in the left vertical 

for( i = 2; i <= J + radius_rows-first_before_adjusting; 1++) 
{ 

//Calcutates polynomial coefficients of water table and rows 
polynomial_coefQcients(x_o.ed(i - 1), 

x_o.ed(i),x_o.ed(i + l),z_o.ed(i - l),z_o.ed(i),z_o.ed(i + l)); 
row_polynomial_coefficients(x.ed(rad.ei(i-J+first_before_adjusting, J)), 

x.ed(rad. ei(i-J-i-first_before_adj usting, J-1)), 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J+first_before_adjusting, J-2)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J-i-first_before_adjusting, J)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J+first_before_adjusting, J-1)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J-rfirst_before_adjusting, J-2))); 

//Calculates position of the upper row node just in the water table 
int row = i-J+£irst_before_adjusting; 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J+first_before_adjusting, J)) = 

secant(x.ed(rad.ei(i-J+first_before_adjusting, J)), 
cofed(l), cofed(2), cofed(3), 
row_cof.ed(l), row_cof.ed(2), row_cof.ed(3)); 

double XT = x.ed(rad.ei(i-J-T-first_before_adjusting, J)); 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J+first_befbre_adjusting, J))= cof.ed(l) + cof ed(2)*xr 

+co f ed(3 ) *xr*xr; 

//calculates positions of lower nodes 

//Calculates the total angle 
int m = row -1; 
double testS = z.ed(rad.ei(i-J-i-first__before_adjusting,J)); 
double total_angle = newt_raph_angle( 

z.ed(rad.ei(i-J-i-£irst_before_adjusting, J)), m); 
double pid3 = (total_angle)/(countlp+l); 
int k = 0; 
double d = W; 
//Set up the new positions 



for (int l=countt+l;l<=countt+countlp-i-l;l+-f-) 
{ 

k-H-; 
double delpidS = k;*pid3; 
x_le£t_row(row,l,delpid3,ni); 
z_left_row(row,l,deIpid3 ̂ ,d); 

} 
x.ed(rad.ei(row,countt+l)) = (x.ed(rad.ei(row,countt))-r 

x.ed(rad.ei(row,countt-i-2)))/2; 
z.ed(rad.ei(row,countt-rl)) = (z.ed(rad.ei(row,countt))-i-

z.ed(rad.ei(row,countt+2)))/2; 
} // This closes the radius_rows loop 

// Calculates nodes position of rows that are in the right moving region 
int row; 
for(i = J +1 + radius_rows-first_before_adjusting; 

i <=J-1+ 2*radius_rovvs-first_before_adjusting; i++) 
{ 

row=i-J+first_before_adjusting; 
int test5=5; 
//Calcutates polynomial coefScients of water table and rows 
polynoinial_coefficients(x_o.ed(i - I),x_o.ed(i),x_o.ed(i + 1), 

z_o.ed(i - l),z_o.ed(i),z_o.ed(i + 1)); 
row_polynoniial_coefficients(x.ed(rad.ei(row, J)), 

x.ed(rad.ei(row,J-l)), 
x.ed(rad.ei(row, J-2)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(row, J)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(row, J-1)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(row, J-2))); 

double ccofl=cof.ed(l); 
double ccof2=cof.ed(2); 
double ccof3=cof.ed(3); 
double rcofl=row_cof.ed(l); 
double rcof2=T:ow_cof.ed(2); 
double rcoD=row_cof.ed(3); 

//Calculates the position of upper node just in the water table 
x.ed(rad.ei(i-J-rfirst_before_adjusting, J)) = newton_raphson( 

x.ed(rad.ei(i-J+first_before_adjusting, J)), 
cof.ed(l), cofed(2), cof.ed(3), 
row_cof.ed(l), row_cof.ed(2), row_cof.ed(3)); 

double xr = x.ed(rad.ei(i-J-i-first_before_adjusting, J)); 
z.ed(rad.ei(i-J-i-first_before_adjusting, J))= cof.ed(l) -s- cof ed(2)* 

cofed(3)*xr*xr; 



//Calculates positions of lower nodes 
//Calculates the total angle 
int row = i-jTfirst_before_adjusting; 
int m = row -1; 
double total_angle = newton_raphson2( 

z.ed(rad.ei(i-J-rfirst_before_adjusting, J)), m); 
double pid3 = (total_angle)/(countlp-t-l); 
int k = 0; 
double d = W; 
for (int J=counttT-l;J<=countt+countlp;J-w-) 
{ 

k-H-; 
double delpidS = k*pid3; 
x_right_row( row, J, delpidS, m); 
z_right_row( row, J, delpid3, m, d); 

} 
x.ed(rad.ei(row,countt+l)) = (x.ed(rad.ei(row,countt))+ 

X. ed(rad. ei (ro w, countt+2)))/2; 
z.ed(rad.ei(row,countt+l)) = (z.ed(rad.ei(row,countt))+ 

z.ed(rad.ei(row,countt+2)))/2; 
} // This closes the 2*radius_rows-l loop 

// Adjust elevations of all column nodes outside radius 
for( i = countt -f- countlp + 2*radius_rows ; 

i <= countt+countlp+2*radius_rows-l+countu; i-r-r) 
{ 

double h = height.ed(i); 
double b = z.ed(rad.ei(2*radius_rows-l, radiuses * 2)); 
double vl = vert_nodes - hor_rows_l; 
for(int j = hor_rows_l + 1; j <= vert_nodes; j++) 
{ 

double v2 = j - hor_rows_l; 
z.ed(col_nod.ei(i, j)) = b + v2 / vl * (h - b); 

} 

if(first_aiter_adj usting >=countt+countlp-r2) 
{ 

z.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J-r 1, J-1 ))= 
(z.ed(rad-ei(first_after_adjusting-J-r2, J-1)) 
-rz.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J, J-1 )))/2; 

x.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J-i-1, J-1 ))= 
(x. ed(rad.ei(first_after_adj usting-J-'-2, J-1)) 



+x.ed(rad.ei(first_aiter_adjusting-J, J-l)))/2; 
z.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusling-J+1, J-2))= 

(z.ed(rad.ei(first_afler_adjusting-J-r2, J-2)) 
+z.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjustmg-J, J-2)))/2; 

x.ed(rad.ei(first_afler_adjusting-J+1, J-2))= 
(x. ed(rad- ei(first_after_adj usting-J+2 J-2)) 
+x.ed(rad.ei(first_after_adjusting-J, J-2)))/2; 

} 

if(first_after_adjusting = coiintt+countlp+2) 
{ 

x.ed(rad.ei(3,J)) = (x.ed(rad-ei(2,J))-r 
x.ed(rad.ei(4,J)))/2; 

polynomial_coef5cients(x_o.ed( I), 
x_o.ed(2),x_o.ed(3),2_o.ed(l), 

z_o.ed(2),z_o.ed(3)); 
z.ed(rad.ei(3, J))= cof.ed(l) + cof.ed(2)*x.ed(rad.ei(3,J)) 

cof.ed(3)*x.ed(rad.ei(3,J))*x.ed(rad.ei(3,J)); 
} 

// Set elevation head for all boundary nodes in water table 

for( i = first_after_adjusting; 
i <= countt + C0untlp+2*radius_r0ws-lTC0untu; i-r-r) 

{ 
height.ed(i) = z.ed(ibn.ei(i)); 

} 

} // This closes the adjust_height function 

double setup::drain_flux(void) 
{ 

double dtotal_flux = 0.; 

// Calculate flux for all nodes 
double dr; 
for(int k = 1; k <= countt+countlp+l; k-^-i-) 
{ 

i f ( k = l )  
{ 

dr=sqrt((x.ed(ibn. ei(k-r 1) )-x. ed(ibn.ei(k))) 
*(x.ed(ibn.ei(k-rl))-x.ed(ibn.ei(k))) 
+(z.ed(ibn.ei(k-!-1 ))-z.ed(ibn.ei(k))) 
*(z.ed(ibn.ei(k-rl))-z.ed(ibn.ei(k))))/2.0; 



i 
else 
{ 

if(k == countt+countlp+l) 
{ 

dr=sqrt((x. ed(ibn.ei(k-1)) 
-x.ed(ibn.ei(k))) 
*(x.ed(ibn-ei(k-l))-x.ed(ibn.ei(k))) 
+(z.ed(ibn.ei(k-l))-z.ed(ibn.eiOc))) 
*(z.ed(ibn.ei(k-l))-z.ed(ibn.ei(k))))/2-0; 

} 
else 
{ 

dr=sqrt((x.ed(ibn.ei(k-1)) 
-x.ed(ibn.ei(k))) 
*(x.ed(ibn.ei(k-1 ))-x.ed(ibn.ei(k))) 
+(z.ed(Ibn.ei(k-l))-z.ed(ibii.ei(k))) 
*(z.ed(ibn.ei(k-l))-z.ed(ibn.ei(k))))/2-0-i-
sqrt((x.ed(iba.ei(k-i-l))-x.ed(ibn.ei(k))) 
*(x.ed(ibn.ei(k+l))-x.ed(ibn.ei(k))) 
+(z.ed(ibn.ei(k+l))-z.ed(ibn.ei(k))) 
*(z.ed(ibn.ei(k+l))-z.ed(iba.ei(k))))/2.0; 

} 
} 
if(z.ed(ibn.ei(k))>=0.0) 

flux_d.ed(k) = dr*ALPHA_TILE * (phi.ed(ibn.ei(k)) 
- z.ed(ibn.ei(k))); 

else 
flux_d.ed(k) = dr * ALPHA_TILE * (phi.ed(ibn.ei(k))); 

dtotal_flux += flux_d.ed(k); 
} // Closes 1 loop 
return dtotal_flux; 

} 

void setup: :calculate_transinissi\'ity(void) 
{ 

div_t x I; 
for(int i = I; i <= nelem; i-r+) 
{ 

ifCzelem >= -DEPTHl) 
{ 

telem_x.ed(i) = KI; 



telem_z.ed(i) = Kl; 
} 
else 
{ 

telem_x.ed(i) = K2; 
telem_z.ed(i) — K2; 

) 
J 

} 

void setup::solve_matxix(void) 
{ 

element_matrix em(4); 
int jgf=nnp; 
int jgsm = jgf + nnp; 
int jend = jgsm + iiap*nbw; 
vectd a(jend +1); 
for (int i = 1; i <= jend; i++) 

a.ed(i) = 0.0; 

// Generation of system of equations 

int num; 
num. = countt+countlp; 
rad.ei(l, 0) = 1; 

for(int kk = 1; kk <= nelem; kk-i-i-) 

{ 
int idbci = 0, idbc2 = 0; 
for(int ii = 1; ii <= num; ii-H-) 
{ 

if(idbc.ei(l, ii) =kk) 
{ 

idbci = ii; 
idbc2 = idbc.ei(2, ii);//local node number witii d.b.i 

} 
} 
//Element stiffiiess matrix 

em.stif&iess_matrix(idbci, idbc2, 
x.ed(rad.ei(l, idbci)), 
x.ed(rad.ei(l, idbci + I)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(l, idbci)), 
z.ed(rad.ei(l, idbci + I)), 
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x.ed(nod..ei(kk, 1)), 
x.ed(nod.ei(kk,2)), 
x.ed(nod.ei(kk,3)), 
z.ed(nod.ei(kk, 1)), 
z.ed(Qod.ei(kk,2)), 
z.ed(nod.ei(kk,3)), 
teleni_x.ed(kk), 
teleni_z.ed(kk)); 

I I Direct stiffiiess procedure for global stiffiiess matrix 

for(int i = 1; i <= 3; i-^-i-) 
{ 

a.ed(jgf+ iiod.ei(kk,i)) += em.ef_r(i); 
for(int j = 1; j <= 3; ]++) 
{ 

int jj = nod.ei(kk,j) + 1 - aod.ei(kk,i); 
if(jj > 0) 
{ 

int jl = jgsm -i- Gj - 1) * nod.ei(kk,i) -
a j - l ) * ( ] j - 2 ) / 2 ;  

a.ed(j 1) += em.esm_r(i, j); 
} 

} 
} 

} // This closes the loop which generates the system of equations 

//Modification and solution of the system of equations. 

// Incorporation of the specified nodal values into the system of 
// equationn using the method of deletion of rows and columns 

// When fixed values of the total head are used in the drain 
/* for(i = 1; i <= countt +countlp + 1 ; i++-) 
{ 

int k = ibn.ei(i) - I; 
for(int j = 2; j <= nbw; j+-r) 
( 

int m = ibn.ei(i) -rj - I; 
if(m <= nnp) 
{ 

int ij = jgsm + 0 - U * ibn.ei(i) 
- 0 " - l ) * a - 2 ) / 2 ;  
if(z.ed(ibn.ei(i))<0.0) 
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} 
else 
{ 

a.edO'gf m) += (-a.ed(ij) * 0.0); 
a.ed(ij) = 0.0; 

a.ed(jgf + m) += (-a.ed(ij) * z.ed(ibn.ei(i))); 
a.ed(ij) = 0.0; 

} 
} 
if(k > 0) 
{ 

int Ig = jgsm + 0 - U * k; - 0 - 0 * 0 - 2) / 2; 
if(z.ed(ibn.ei(i))<0.0) 
{ 

a.edO'gf + k) += (-a.ed(kj) * 0.0); 
a.ed(lq) = 0.0; 

} 
else 
{ 

a.ed(Jgf + k) += (-a.ed(kj) * z.ed(ibn.ei(i))); 
a.ed(kj) = 0.0; 

} 
k = k - 1; 

} 

if(z.ed(ibn.ei(i))<0.0) 
a.ed(jgf-ribn.ei(i)) = a.edO'gsm+ibn.ei(i))*0.0; 

else 
a.edO'gf+ibn.ei(i)) = a.ed(jgsm+ibn.ei(i))*z.ed(ibn.ei(i)) ; 

}*/ 

int ftrst=l; 

for (int j = countt+countlp+1; j <=countt+countlp-!-radius_rows;j+-i-) 
{ 

while (first==l && x.ed(ibn.ei(j-i-i))>=0.001) 
{ 

first=3; 
if(first=co iintt-rco untlp-r-1) 

first=co untt-rco untip-r2; 

} 
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for(i = first; i <= countt -f-countlp -r 2*raciius_rows-l-r 
countu ; i-H-) 

{ 
int k = ibn.ei(i) - 1; 
for(iiit j = 2; j <= nbw; j-H-) 
{ I 

int m = ibn.ei(i) + j - 1; 
if(m <= nnp) 

int ij = jasm + 0 - U * nnp ibn.ei(i) 
- 0 ' - l ) * 0 ' - 2 ) / 2 ;  
a.ed(]gf -f- m) t= (-a.ed(ij) * height.ed(i)); 
a.ed(ij) = 0.0; 

} 
if(k>0) 
{ 

int kj =jgsm + 0 - 0 * nnp + k - 0 - 0 * 0 - 2) / 2; 
a.edO'gf + k) += (-a.ed(kj) * height.ed(i)); 
a.ed(kj) = 0.0; 
k = k- 1; 

} 
} 
a.ed(jgf + ibn.ei(i)) = a.ed(jgsm + ibn.ei(i)) * height.ed(i); 

} 

// Following is the tdfdcmp subroutine 
// Decomposes the global stif&ess matrix [K] 
//into an upper triangular matrix 

for(i = 1; i <= nnp - I; i-H-) 
{ 

int mj = i -r nbw - 1; 
if(mj > nnp) 

mj = nnp; 
int mJc = nbw; 
if(nnp - i -i- 1 < nbw) 

mk = nnp - i I; 
int nd = 0; 
for(int j = i + 1; j <= mj; j-^-) 
{ 

mk -= 1; 
nd -f-= 1; 
int nl = nd -r I; 



int nk, jk, ini, ink, ii; 

for(int k = 1: k <= mk; k-r+) 
{ 

nk = nd + k; 
jk =jgsin + (k - I) * nnp + j - (k - 1) * (k - 2) / 2; 
inl = jgsm + (nl - I) * nnp -r i - (nl - 1) * (nl - 2) / 2; 
ink = jgsm + (nk - 1) * nnp + i - (nk - I) * (nk - 2) / 2 
ii =jgsm + i; 
a.ed(jk) += (-a.ed(inl) * a.ed(ink) / a.ed(ii)); 

} 
} 

} 

// Following is the slvbd or tdfslvbd subroutine 
// Decomposition of the global force vector 

for(i = 1; i <= nnp - 1; i-<-i-) 
{ 

int mj = i + nbw - 1; 
if(mj > nnp) 

mj = nnp; 
int 111 = 1; 
for(int j = i + 1; j <= mj; j-H-) 
{ 

111 += 1; 
int il = jgsm + (111 - 1) * nnp + i - (111 - 1) * (111 - 2) / 2; 
a.ed(jgf-i-j) += - a.ed(il) * a.ed(jgf + i) / a.edO"gsm+i); 

} 
1 / 

// Backward subtitution for determination of the nodal values 

a.ed(nnp) = a.ed(jgf + nnp) / a.edO'gsm + nnp); 

for(int k = 1; k <= nnp - 1; k-t-i-) 
{ 

i = nnp - k; 
int mj = nbw; 
if((i + nbw - 1) > nnp) 

mj = nnp - i + 1; 
double sum = 0.0; 
for(int j = 2; j <= mj; j+-^) 
{ 
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int n = i + j - 1; 
int ij = jgsm + 0 - 1) * nnp + i - 0' - l) * 0" - 2) / 2; 
sxim += a.ed(ij) * a.ed(n); 

} 
a.ed(i) = (a.ed(jgf +i) - sum) / a.ed(jgsm +i); 

} 

// Put calculated nodal values in phi matrix 

for(i = 1; i <= nnp; i-r+) 
phi.ed(i) = a.ed(i); 

}//end of sove_matrixO fimction 

double setup: :water_table_flux(void) 
{ 

double total_flux = 0.;. // total flux across the entire water table 

// Calculate flux for nodes at water table surface 

// countt is the number of nodes on the tile drain and non moving region 
// countlp is the number of nodes on the tile drain and moving region 
// countu is the number of nodes along the top outside the moving region 

int first=l; 

for (int i = countt+countlp+l; i <=countt+countlp-rradius_rows;i-H-) 
{ 

while (first=l && x.ed(ibn.ei(i-f-l))>=0.001){first=i;} 
} 

for(int kk = first; kk <= countt + countlp -r2*radius_rows-l + countu; kk-H-) 
{ 

int node_l = ibn.ei(kk), // upper node 
node_2 = below_node.ei(kk), // the lower node on the element 
node_3; 
double flux_l = 0., 
flux_2 = 0., 
dxl = 0., 
dx2 = 0., 
c_xl, c_x2, x_dotl, x_dot2, z_dotl, z_dot2, phi_dotl, phi_dot2; 

for(int i = 1: i <= 2; i-H-) 
{ 
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// Uses flux at second node to calculate flux at first node. 
// ed and ei refer to the vect class 
// rad refers to the radial nodes 
// rad.ei(a, b) a refers to the distance firom the tile 
//and b refers to the position 
x_dotl = x.ed(node_l); 
2_dotl =z.ed(node_l); 
x_dot2 = x.ed(node_l); 
z_dot2 = z.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))T-(z.ed(below_node.ei(kk))-

z.ed(ibn.ei(kk-1)))* 
(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk;-1 )))/(x.ed(beiow_node.ei(kk;))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))); 

phi_dotl = phi.ed(node_l); 
if (first!= countt+countlp-rl) 
{ 

if(kk=first) 
{ 

if(kk!=countt+countlp+2) 
{ 

i f ( i = l )  
{ 

x_dot2 = x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l)); 
z_dot2 = z.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l)); 
node_3 = ibn.ei(kk+l); 
phi_dot2 = phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l)); 

1 / 
else 
{ 

node_l = ibn.ei(kk;+l); 
x_dotl = x.ed(ibn.ei(kk+l)); 
z_dotl= z.ed(ibn.ei(kk+l)); 
x_dot2 = x.ed(ibn.ei(kk+l)); 
z_dot2 = z.ed(ibn.ei(kk))+ 
(z.ed(belo w_node.ei(kk+1)) 
-z.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))* 
(x_dot2x.ed(ibn.ei(kk;)))/ 
(x.ed(belo w_node.ei(kk-H 1)) 
-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 
node_3 = ibn.ei(kk;); 
phi_dot2 = phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk)) 
+(phi.ed(below_node.ei(kk;-rl)) 
-phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))*(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn 
.ei(kk))) 
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/(x.ed(below_aod.e.ei(kk-r 1 ))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 

} 
} 
else //k = first and k = countt-rcountIp-i-2 
{ 

i f ( i = l )  
{ 

x_dotl= x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))-i-
0.25*(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-r 1 ))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))* 
(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk+I))-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))/ 
(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-i-l))-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 

z_dotl= 
z.ed(ibn.ei(kk))+(x_dotl-x.ed(ibn.ei( 
kk)))* 
(z.ed(ibn.ei(kk+l))-z.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))/ 
(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk+l))-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 

phi_dotl= phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk))+ 
(x_dotl-x-ed(ibn.ei(kk)))* 
(phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-r 1)) 

phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk))) 
/(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-M))-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))) 

x_dot2 = x_dotl; 

z_dot2 = z.ed(ibn.ei(kk))+ 
(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))* 
(z.ed(beIow_node.ei(kk-i-1 ))-
z.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))/ 
(x.ed(below_node.ei(kk+1))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 

phi_dot2 =phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk))T 
(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))* 
(phi.ed(beIo\v_node.ei(kk-rl))-
phi.ed(ibii.ei(kk)))/ 
(x.ed(belovv_node.ei(kk-^l))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 

node_3=ibn.ei(kk^l); 
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I 

else 
{ 

node_l = ibn.ei(kkT-l); 
x_dotl = x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-rl)); 
z_dotl = z.ed(ibn.ei(kk-!-l)); 
phi_dotl = phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk+l)); 
x_dot2 = x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-rl)); 
z_dot2 = z.ed(ibn.ei(kk;))-r 
(z.ed(beIow_node.ei(kk:-r 1 ))-
z.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))*(x_dot2-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))) 
/(x.ed(belo w_node.ei(kk;-i-1)) 
-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 

phi_dot2 = phi.ed(ibii.ei(kk)) 
+(phi.ed(below_node.ei(kk+l)) 
-phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))* 
(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))/ 
(x.ed(below_n.ode.ei(kk;+l))-x.ed(iba 
.ei(kk;))); 
node_3 = ibn.ei(kk;); 

} 
} 

1 / 
else //k!= countt+coi.'Jitlp+l and k;!=first 
{ 

if(kk!=countt + countip + 
2*radius_rows-l + countu) 
{ 

{ 
node_3=iba.ei(kk - 1); 
phi_dot2 =ptLi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))-r 
(phi.ed(below_node.ei(kk)) 
-phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l )))*(x_dot2-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-1)))/ 
(x.ed(beIow_node.ei(kk))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))); 

} 
else 
{ 

node_3 = ibn.ei(kk -i- 1); 
phi_dot2 = phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))-f-
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(phi.ed(beIow_riod.e.ei(kk)) 
-phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-1 )))*(x_dot2-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk;-1)))/ 
(x.ed(belovv_node.ei(kk))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(ldc-1))); 

} 
} 
else//k = the last 
{ 

if(i = 1) 
{ 

node_3=iba.ei(kk - I); 
phi_dot2 = phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))-t-
(phi.ed(beIow_aode.ei(kk)) 
-phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk:-l)))* 
(x_dot2-x.ed(iba.ei(kk-1)))/ 
(x.ed(beIow_aode.ei(kk))-
x.ed(ibn.eiCkk-1))); 

} 
} 

} 
} 
else // first = countt+countlp-i-l 
{ 

if(lck:=countt+countlp+l) 
{ 

i f ( i = l )  
{ 

x_dot l=x.ed(ibu.ei(kk-1)); 
z_dotl= z.ed(ibii.ei(kk))+ 
(z.ed(ibn.ei(kk+l))-z.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))* 
(x_dotl-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))/ 
(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk+l))-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 

phi_dotl= phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk))+ 
(phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-rl))-phi.ed(iba.ei(kk)))* 
(x_dotl-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))/ 
(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk+l)) 
-x-ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 

x_dot2=x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-I)); 
z_dot2= z.ed(iba.ei(kk))-i-
(z.ed(below_node.ei(kk-rl))-
z.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))*(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk;)))/ 
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(x.ed(below_node.ei(kkT-1 ))-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)) 
); 

phi_dot2= plii.ed(iba.ei(kk))-i-
(phi.ed(below_node.ei(kk+l))-
phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))* 
(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))/ 
(x.ed(below_node.ei(kk;-i-l))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 

node_3 = ibn.ei(kJc-rl); 

/ 

else 
{ 

x_dot2 =x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-rl)); 
z_dot2= z.ed(ibn.ei(kk;))+ 
(z.ed(below_node.ei(kk-r 1 ))-
z.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))*(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))/ 
(x.ed(belo w_node.ei(kk+1 ))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk:))); 

node_3=ibn-ei(kJc+l); 
phi_dot2= phi.ed(iba.ei(kk))+ 
(phi.ed(below_aode.ei(kk+l ))-
phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk)))*(x_dot2-
X. ed(ibn. ei(kk)))/ 
(x.ed(below_node.ei(kk+1 ))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk))); 

aode_3=ibn.ei(kk-f-l); 
} 

} 
else//k != countt+countlp+l 
{ 

if(kk=countt+countlp+2) 
{ 

i f ( i = = l )  
{ 

node_3=ibn.ei(kk - 1); 
phi_dot2 = plii.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))-r 
(phi.ed(beIow_node.ei(k±;)) 
-phi.ed(iba.ei(kk-1 )))* 
(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-1)))/ 
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(x.ed(beIow_no(ie.ei(kk))-
x.ed(ibii.ei(kk-1))); 

} 
else 
{ 

aode_3 = ibn.ei(kk +1); 
phi_dot2 = phi.ed(iba.ei(kk-l))+ 
(phi.ed(below_node.ei(kk)) 
-phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk;-1 )))* 
(x_do t2-x-ed(ibn.ei(kk-1)))/ 
(x.ed(beIow_node.ei(kk))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk;-1))); 

} 
} 
else 
{ 

if(kk!=countt + countlp +2*radius_rows-l 
+ countu) 

{ 
i f ( i = l )  
{ 

node_3=ibn.ei(kk - 1); 
phi_dot2 = 
phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))-!-
(phi.ed(below_node.ei(kk)) 
-phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l)))* 
(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-1)))/ 
(x.ed(below_aode.ei(kk))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))); 

} 
else 
{ 

node_3 = ibn.ei(kk + 1); 
phi_dot2 = 
phi.ed(iba.ei(kk-l))-r 
(phi.ed(below_node.ei(kk)) 
-plii.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l )))* 
(x_dot2-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-1)))/ 
(x.ed(below_node.ei(kk))-
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-1))); 

} 
} 
else //the last 
{ 
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if(i 
{ 

} 
} 

} 
} 

} 

// Centxoid for calculation of transmissivity 

double em_xelem - (x_dotl+x_dot2+x.ed(node_3)) / 3.; 
double em_zelem = (z_dotl+z_dot2+z.ed(node_3)) / 3.; 
if(i== l){c_xl=em_xelem;} 
else {c_x2=em_xelem;} 

double kz = calcuIate_transniissivity_node(eni_xelem, em_zeleni); 
double kx = kz; 

// This function calculates the flow in the element 
element_matrix em(4); 
em.flow_output(x_dotl, 
x_dot2, 
x.ed(node_3), 
z_dotl, 
z_dot2, 
z.ed(node_3), 
kx, 
kz, 
phi_dotl, // potential 
phi_dot2, 
phi-ed(node_3)); 
double slope; 
slope = (z.ed(node_3) - z_dotl)/(x.ed(node_3) - x_dotl); 

// Calculates the flux 
double flux = em.gradz_rO - em.gradx_r() * slope; 

= 1) 

node_3=ibn.ei(kk - 1); 
phi_dot2 = 
phi.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))+(phi.ed( 
below_node.ei(kk))-phi.ed(ib 
n. ei(kk-1))) *(x_dot2-x. ed(ibn 
.ei(kk-1)))/(x.ed(belo w_uode. 
ei(kk))-x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-1))); 
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if (firstl= countt+countlp-rl) 

{ 
if(kk—first) 
{ 

i f ( i=l )  
{ 

flux_l = flux; 
dxl = 0.25 * fabs(x.ed(iba.ei(kk)) 
-x.ed(ibn. ei(kk:+1))); 

} 
else 
{ 

flux_2 = flux; 
dx2 = 0.25 * fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)) -
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-i-l))); 

} 
} 
else //k!= countt+countlp-M & k;!=&st 
{ 

if(kk:=first+l) 
{ 

if(i = l) 
{ 

flux_l = flux; 
dxl = 0.5*fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)) -
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk+l))); 

} 
else 
{ 

flux_2 = flux; 
dx2 = 0.5*fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk:)) -
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-1))); 

} 
} 
else 
{ 

if(kk!=countt+countlp-i-2*radius_rows-1 -i-
countu) 

/ 

i f ( i = l )  
{ 

flux_l = flux; 
dxl=0.5*fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk) 
) - x.ed(iba.ei(kk;-f-l))); 
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else 
{ 

flux_2 = flux; 
dx2=0 - 5 * fabs(x. ed(ibn. ei(kk) 
) - x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))); 

} 
} 
else//k = the last 
{ 

if(i = l) 
{ 

flux_l = flux; 
dx 1 =0.5 * fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk) 
) - x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))); 

} 

} 
} 

} 
} 
else // first = countt+countlp+1 
{ 

if(kk=countt+countlp-i-l) 
{ 

i f ( i = l )  
{ 

flax_l = flux; 
dxl = 0.25 * fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)) -
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-rl))); 

} 
else 
{ 

flux_2 = flux; 
dx2 = 0.25 * fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)) -
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-i-l))); 

} 

} 
else//k != countt+countlp-rl 
r 1 

if(kk=countt-i-countlp-r-2) 
{ 
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i f ( i = l )  
{ 

fliix_l = flux; 
dxl = 0.5*fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(ldc)) -
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk+1))); 

} 
else 
{ 

flux_2 = flux; 
dx2 = 0.5*fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk)) -
x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))); 

} 
} 
else 
{ 

if(kk;!=countt -r countlp -i-2*radius_rows-l + 
countu) 

{ 
i f ( i = l )  
{ 

flux_l = flux; 
dxl=0.5*fabs(x.ed(ibii.ei(kk) 
) - x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-i-l))); 

} 
else 
{ 

flux_2 = flux; 
dx2=0.5*fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk) 
) - x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))); 

} 
} 

else //the last 
{ 

if(i = 1) 
{ 

flux_l = flux; 
dxi=0.5*fabs(x.ed(ibn.ei(kk) 
) - x.ed(ibn.ei(kk-l))); 

} 



} 
} 

} // Closes i loop 
if(kk = countt countlp + 2*ra<iius_rows-l+countu) 
{ 

flux.ed(kk) = flux_l; 
} 
else 
{ 

flux.ed(kk) = 
flux_l-f-(flux_2-flux_l )*(x.ed(ibn.ei(Tck))-c_x 1)/(c_x2-c_x I) 

} 
total_flux += flux.ed(kk) * (dxl +• dx2); 

} // Closes nodes "k" loop 

return total_flux; 
} // Closes water table flux function 

void setup:;water_table_niovenient(void) 
{ 

vectd voll (countt + countlp +2*radius_rows+ countu); 
vectd volIm(countt + countlp -f-2*radius_rows+ countu); 
double d = W + DEPTH; 
int first=l; 

for (int i = countt+countlp+1; i <=countt+countlpT-radius_rows;i++) 
{ 

while (first=l && x.ed(ibn.ei(i+l))>=0.001)first = i; 
} 

for( i = first; i <= countt -r countlp + 2*radius_rows-l-T- countu ; i-H-) 
{ 

double b = height_p.ed(i) + DEPTH; 
if(lieight.ed(i) < W - PB) 
{ 

voll.ed(i) = TS * (PB + b) + TR * (d - b - PB) + 
(TS - TR) * pow(PB, LAM) / (- LAM ^ 1.) * 
(pow(d - b, -LAM + 1.) - pow(PB, -LAIVI 1.)); 

height.ed(i) = heightjp.ed(i) + (R-rfliLx.ed(i)) 
* dt / (TS - TR) / (1.0 - pow((PB / (d - b)), LAM)); 

1 s 

11 Compute volume 1 and estimated height for the case: 
// surface water table 
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else 
{ 

voLl.ed(i) = TS * d; 
height.ed(i) = W - PB - 0.2; 

} 

for( i = first; i <= countt + countlp + 2*radius_rows-l-rcountu ; 1++) 

{ 
if(height.ed(i) > W - PB) 
{ 

height.ed(i) = W - PB - 0.2; 
} 

vollm.ed(i)=voll.ed(i) +(R-!- flux.ed(i)) * dt; 

if (vollm.ed(i)>TS*d) 
{ 

vollm.ed(i)=TS*d; 
} 

double h = height.ed(i) -i- DEPTH, 
d h = l . ;  
tnt j = 0; 
while(fabs(dh) > 0.0001) 
{//Newton's method 

double f = - vcllm.ed(i) + 
TS * (PB + h) + TR * (d - h - PB) + 
(TS - TR) * pow(PB, LAM) / (- LAM + 1.) 
* (pow(d - h, -LAM + 1.) 
-pow(PB, -LAM+ 1.)); 

double df = (TS - TR) * (1.0 - pow((PB / (d - h)), LAM)); 
dh = f / df; 
h - = d h ;  
j^; 
ifO" > 60) 
{ 

cout « "The water table movement function did not 
convergeVn"; 

exit(O); 
) 

> 
/ 



height.ed(i) = h - DEPTH; 
} 

} // Closes tlie water_table_niovementO function 
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